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“This programme
really helped
my students in
preparing for
their practical
assignments. They
gained new ways
to approach their
work and left
the day feeling
confident moving
forward.”

Welcome
to the International Schools Theatre Association
(ISTA) Artist in Residency (AiR) directory for
2019-2020.
This is your ultimate guide to ISTA’s AiR programme and offers an extensive pool
of 80 internationally acclaimed artists with a huge range of unique skills who are
available to visit your school throughout the year. Like last year our aim has been
to launch the directory as early as possible, to ensure that teachers and schools
have the information as early as possible as budgets are set towards the
second quarter of 2018. It is our hope that by doing this it gives you all the time
you need to make bookings with the peace of mind that the decision hasn’t been
rushed.
One of the beautiful things about this programme is that we’ll often have an
ISTA event in a town, city or country near you. If this is the case then it’s worth
waiting to see which artists are attending that event and book them
accordingly. This will save you money as the flights will have already been paid
for. Usually it’s just the internal travel you’d need to provide as well as the usual
accommodation and meals etc.
So enjoy reading through the profiles and use the index in the back of
the directory to further narrow and ease your search. These pages should have
all the information you need in order to bring amazing ISTA artists to your
school, but if you do need more clarification or information then please do get
in touch. We really look forward to working with you to create some magical,
inspiring theatre in your school and memories for your teachers and students
that will last forever.

Dean Krawchuk, Dubai International Academy
Tom Scott
tom@ista.co.uk
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All you need to
know…
What does my school need to pay?
Fees (in GBP per day)

Day 1-5

Day 6+

Member school

400.00

320.00

Non-member school

450.00

360.00

Other costs incurred by your school for the
duration of the AiR
1. All accommodation costs.
2. All local travel.
3. Any visa costs.
4. All meals.

Logistics
If the AiR falls on the back of an ISTA event, ISTA will pay the cost of travel
expenses for the artist to the city of the event. If you are located in close
proximity to the event, you will only pay the travel expenses from the city of the
event to your location.*
*For example if there is a festival in Hong Kong and your school is in Hong Kong,
there are no travel expenses for your school (save local travel). If your school is in
Bali and the event is in Jakarta, you would pay return travel from Jakarta to Bali.

What’s on offer from ISTA regarding artists and
content?
This directory lists all the artists currently available for AiRs. It details
information about them as well as the training/workshops they can provide.
Not every ISTA artist is included in this directory so if you have someone else in
mind please let us know.

What can I ask the AiR to do?
• The beauty of an AiR is that you decide exactly how the artist can best meet
yours and your school’s needs, based on the skills and qualities the artist has.
• You create the schedule for the AiR based on classes, PD sessions, times and
numbers etc.
• You can get the artist to work with as many classes as possible during their
time with you OR you can re-schedule classes so that the artist works with
fewer students for longer.
• The artist can/should work for between 6-8 hours per day; setting after school
sessions is fine so long as it doesn’t exceed an 8-hour day – this could be with a
particular class or with the faculty (theatre department or whole school).
• Once you have seen the AiR profile for the artist coming to your school you can
see how best to use their strengths and skill set. Once you are in communication
with the artist this can be discussed further.
• We ask that a final copy of the schedule is sent to the office so we can keep a
track of content areas.

If the AiR is independent (i.e. it happens outside of ISTA’s event schedule)
you are required to pay the return travel and visa costs from the artist’s home to
your city.
Normal procedure, if happening outside of an ISTA event, is that the artist
invoices your school directly for the travel/visa costs and then ISTA invoices you
for the fee. All local travel, accommodation and food are arranged exclusively by
your school.
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Expectations from ISTA
• We ask that teachers do not film any part of the AiR for an extended period
of time. The odd video clip is fine but as you can appreciate the artists have
trained for many years and usually at high personal expense and these skills are
theirs and as such should not be recorded for use later.
• We expect that you will not take advantage of the artists time asking them to
do more teaching than has been agreed. Our artists are very amenable and as
such will often say yes to extended hours etc. Our charge however is for a day
between 6-8 hours and as such this should not be exceeded. To this extent the
final schedule for any AiR needs to be signed off by Tom.
• We ask that you communicate with the artist fully throughout the planning
to ensure that they are completely happy with all aspects of the AiR, including
logistics etc.

What happens afterwards?
• We will ask you for some feedback so that we can improve our AiR programme
in the future and promote it to other schools.
• We would love to have some photographs of your AiR so we can promote them
to other schools through social media, our website and publications.
• We recommend you then get money put aside for the following year so you
can bring out a different artist to maybe work with a different set of students or
teachers!

Who do I contact at the ISTA office if I want to
book an AiR?
Tom (tom@ista.co.uk) is responsible for managing our AiR programme.
There is a comprehensive index in the back of this directory that can used to quickly
find an artist specialising in an area of your interest. This is particularly useful if
you do not have time to read every artist’s profile.
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What do teachers say about our
AiR programme?
“The AiRs were both wonderful! We met the night they arrived and discussed
what we felt the needs for the each of the classes would be and over the next two
days they more than delivered. Again, they were perfect!”
Randy Moss, International School of Penang, Malaysia

“The AiR was WONDERFUL! I am not exaggerating! She was engaging,
entertaining and really helpful in getting the students to understand the work.
She let them be free and ‘have fun’ while guiding them along the right path. SHE
WAS WONDERFUL! My students could not stop talking about her even a week
after she was gone.”
Asha Lynch, Zurich International School, Switzerland

“Both AiRs were outstanding in their energy, their ability to relate to a wide
range of students and in their flexibility. It was a pleasure to have them here!”
Anthony Cunningham, American School of The Hague, The Netherlands

“The AiR had excellent control over the large group of kids and made it very
clear that the point of the day was to help students develop their skills in
working together. At the beginning of the day the students found it challenging
to make a circle. By the end of the day, they were able to ‘create’ a working
school in less than 5 minutes. An excellent day all around!”
Charlotte Gregson, Southbank International School, England

“This AiR came at the perfect time to boost students’ confidence, challenge their
thinking and reignite their sense of play!”
Sophie Welsh, Island School Hong Kong

“Brilliant to have a fresh look at topic and genres for students to engage with.
They really appreciated the different approaches demonstrated to them.”
Clare Singleton, King William’s College
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Helen Abbott
> How to approach a Shakespeare play/text/
character
> A fresh and fun look at all things
Shakespeare
> Creating and staging a devised
performance
> Understanding character

A

s a director I have worked on a variety of productions ranging from
Shakespeare to farcical comedy and numerous devised site-specific
pieces. I also work as a dramaturg and am part of a team of readers
for the Royal Exchange (currently for the Bruntwood Prize) and have
recently completed work on a piece of new writing that was premiered at the
Wienwoche festival. I am interested in work that is current and vital, and that
challenges artists and audience alike. I am particularly interested in how classical
work can be re-imagined for the audience of today.

“Helen ran impressive dance and theatre
workshops/projects for Learning Events on a
regular basis. The participants really liked her
a lot. What first comes to mind is her energetic
attitude and her sincere interest in her work and
kindness for the people she worked with.”
Roland Humer, Managing Partner, Learning Events
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Workshop 1: “All the world’s a stage”
The aim of this workshop is to look at how we can break open Shakespeare’s
language and plots, find something new that excites and interests us and
play with what we already know. This workshop can be tailored to offer a
basic introduction or an in-depth look at all things Shakespeare ending in a
presentation.
Workshop 2: Introduction to Shakespeare
This workshop, perfect for the younger student, offers a fun and physical
introduction to Shakespeare. It incorporates open debate, basic text work,
games and character/plot discussion. It can be tailored to suit a text already, or
soon to be, studied or a general overview.
Workshop 3: From scratch
Why create your own theatre? What should it be about? Where do you start? The
aim of this workshop is to explore the potential of devised theatre and to learn
how to approach the process from idea to performance.

“Helen is extremely
professional,
talented,
passionate and
fun, and makes
the most mammoth
task look easy.”
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Nick Allsop
>
>
>
>

Stage management
Production management
Technical theatre
Prop making

Workshop 1: It’s more than just standing on stage and shouting
Back stage is an amazing place and we’ll find out all about what happens in
the wings, lights, sound, props - the stage at our venue will become your
playground. Suitable for primary school.
Workshop 2: Get ready for the meet and greet
Stage managers have loads to do on the first day of rehearsals (it’s more than
just buying biscuits). We’ll set up for the first day of rehearsals. It’s lots of
measuring but it’s fun. Suitable for middle school.
Workshop 3: The director wants…
Props, props and more props – it’s going to be a little messy and there may be
chocolate. Suitable for high school.

C

urrently I hold the role of Head of Production and Planning for Sherman
Cymru, a duel lingual Welsh company. Amongst other things I’ve worked
with Madonna and the Rolling Stones, organised a performance in 50
taxis around Cardiff, gone Singin’ in the Rain, taken Dylan Thomas to
New York and Janet Alberg to Milan. I’ve flown with The Snowman, lived with The
Borrowers, battled The Snow Queen, run a Carnival on stage nightly for weeks,
taken modern opera to festivals across Europe and Iphiginia to the National
Theatre London.

“Thank you for making lots of my dreams come
true, my time at the Sherman was hugely enhanced
by your skill and creativity.”
Roision Mcbrinn, Associate Director, Sherman Theatre

Workshop 4: It’s organised chaos, honest
What do you worry most about when it comes to your technical rehearsal? We’ll
start off with a few of your ideas and go from there. It might be prompt scripts,
what colour for lights or just as simple as stopping your cast from being seen in
the wings. Suitable for teachers.

“Thanks for the
Cactus!”
Gruff Rhys, Super Furry Animals
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Anna Andresen
> Immersive, experiential theatre
> Creating theatre using real life events
and personal experience
> Storytelling
> Creating visceral performances using
a blend of truth, fiction and fantasy

I

’m an actor, writer and director based in London. Since graduating from
both the Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama and Drama Centre
London I’ve worked extensively across the industry. From West End theatre,
television and film to writing, producing and performing a one-woman
comedy show for Edinburgh, coaching students applying for drama school and
leading workshops in both London and New York.

“Anna’s passion for storytelling and her ability to
harness the creative energy in the room, makes for
an incredibly dynamic and rewarding workshop.”
Arthur Wilson, actor/theatre practitioner
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Workshop 1: Dream catcher - “I dream my painting and I paint my dream”
Through guided concentration exercises, sense memory and an exploration of
sound and movement we will bring the images, emotions and sensations of your
nightly dreams to life. Get ready to transform normal rooms into interactive
imaginary landscapes and to think and perform outside the box.
Workshop 2: Transform the drama of your life into the drama of the stage
Taking inspiration from your own experiences we will experiment with
interactive word games and the art of storytelling and immersive theatre to
turn your narratives into performances. Recognise your power as an actor and
develop tools to create your own work.
Workshop 3: Who need words?
Can we express ourselves clearly without the power of speech? Using a
combination of Ibsen’s work, new writing and Stanislavski’s emotional memory
process we will explore different scenes to discover if using mediums such
as movement, sound and gesture we can communicate our thoughts just as
effectively.

“I’m an actor,
writer and
director based in
London.”
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Becky Applin
> Creating and composing for theatre and film
> Creating musical theatre
> Show choir performance

T

elling stories through music is my passion. I studied music at Cambridge
university, followed by composition for screen at the Royal College of
Music and I have been composing for theatre, dance, radio and screen
ever since. I have written many new musicals, several with Full House
Theatre Company. I also regularly compose scores for White Horse Theatre
Company in Germany and for Forest Forge Theatre Company.

“I have created music with casts of young people
all over the country, including with Youth Music
Theatre and with Scottish, Hampshire and
Hertfordshire Youth Theatres and have run
workshops on song writing, musical theatre and
singing with many different groups and ages,
including a large community project at Watford
Palace Theatre.”
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Workshop 1: Creating the score - composing underscore for theatre
Students will create the musical underscore for a scene from a play or film
culminating in a sharing of their work. The workshop can be centred on live
performance of the score, or using technology depending on the resources
available. The score can be created for melodic instruments, or using solely
percussion and vocal sound-scaping, depending on the requirements of the
group.
Workshop 2: Creating the 15-minute musical
In groups, students will create and perform a 15-minute musical. They will
select stimuli for their show including setting, characters and events and will
be guided through creating the book, lyrics and music for their piece. The
15-minute musical workshop usually takes place over a couple of days, but a
shorter version can be achieved by either focusing on song writing for musical
theatre, writing a “missing song” from a well-known show, or by writing a
musical scene rather than a full 15-minute musical.
Workshop 3: Show choir workshop OR Acting through song
The show choir workshop focuses on group singing in a harmony of
arrangements of songs from musicals, and some pop repertoire if required.
The workshop can also include choreography to the choral arrangement if
desired. Acting through song also focuses on musical theatre repertoire but is
a workshop in how to act through a song as an individual, whereas show choir
focuses on full group work.

“Telling stories
through music is
my passion.”
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Dinos Aristidou
> Classical Greek theatre
> Devising intimate, immersive, site
sensitive theatre
> Post-dramatic theatre
> Playwriting

I

’m currently Writer in Residence at Mayflower Theatre, Southampton, as
well as running the Writing for performance programme for young writers
at Theatre Royal, Brighton. In collaboration with a group of disabled
performers, I’m working on a series of verbatim plays to be performed in
June based on interviews with people who have experienced disability hate crime
and discrimination. As lead artist of The art of kindness project I’m devising a new
piece of theatre that will be touring Wales later this year. I’m IB Diploma principal
examiner of the Director’s Notebook and part of the Theatre review team.

“Your workshop was amazing and the kids are
more engaged and focused than I’ve ever seen them
and I am totally inspired.”

Workshop 1:Close up – creating immersive and intimate theatre
This workshop takes participants through a step-by-step process of creating a
piece of immersive, site sensitive theatre which culminates in the staging of an
interactive theatre piece comprising experiences for audiences of one or two.
Participants explore a site and use original approaches to create character and
develop text. They are introduced to immersive and interactive theatre through
the practical use of the principles of engagement and gaming.
Workshop 2: Onstage/offstage - classical Greek tragedy
This workshop presents an in depth and practical study of some of the
performance conventions of classical Greek tragedy examining gesture,
movement, voice and text. It explores the scale of the performance and how
a variety of performance styles have been cleverly integrated. The workshop
explores both chorus, protagonists and the significant role of the messenger.
Specific plays can be selected by the school.
Workshop 3: The heart and guts of it - creating and writing for performance
This workshop focusses on the art form of theatre which is the basis of
playwriting and devising. It covers putting together a narrative, creating
dramatic tension, searching for inspiration, writing effective dialogue, writing
monologues and the principles for structuring a play. Useful for devising as well
as playwriting. Also packed with useful strategies for approaching play texts and
figuring out playwright’s intentions.
Workshop 4: Here I am - post-dramatic theatre and the solo performance
An active and practical introduction to the principles and theories that inform
post dramatic theatre looking at the body, presence and performer-audience
dynamics. This workshop takes students through the stages of creating a solo
performance piece, using principles of post dramatic theatre and concept of
the audience gaze. Useful for study of theory, devising and solo performing.
Designed to broaden students’ ideas and notions about theatre.

Elizabeth Hunt-Lucarini, Theatre coordinator, Vienna International School
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Moira Arthurs
> IB
> Directing
> Teacher training

I

studied drama at the University of Kent and followed this with a PGCE at
Bretton Hall. I completed an MA in Theatre and Humanities at California
State University. For ten years I was a drama teacher at Sha Tin College Hong
Kong. In addition to teaching I ran INSET programmes for teachers of drama/
English throughout the English Schools Foundation. The drama department at
Sha Tin College gave me the opportunity to expand knowledge gleaned from my
previous nomadic existence and focus on, and involve myself with, the debate
about what drama is, what it can do and how it can be assessed and evaluated.
In 2005 I moved to Perth, Western Australia, teaching at Hale School and Edith
Cowan University.

“Moira’s love of drama, her specialist knowledge,
her passion for education and her excellent
teaching skills made her an invaluable member of
the drama department.”
David Cottam, Principal, Sha Tin College
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Workshop 1: Poetic tension – movement as metaphor
Movement can be seen as metaphor. It communicates character, emotion mood
and narrative. Physical theatre is a huge area of exploration so the workshop
will focus on tension, Laban movements (with newspapers or magazines) and
eye focus. We will combine these three to create an ensemble devised piece of
rhythm and tension in space.
Workshop 2: Sticks and stones in story theatre
How do you move from storytelling to story theatre? What is the role of the
narrator? How does the position of the narrator affect your story? How do you
spring from narrative to dialogue? How can the simple ingredients of sticks and
stones help the narrative journey?
Workshop 3: The transformation of space
Taken from the starting point of Peter Brook’s Empty space we explore how
we can transform the space around us with our intention and imagination. By
gradually adding the most simple production elements we play with mood and
atmosphere and build narratives.

“For ten years
I was a drama
teacher at Sha
Tin College Hong
Kong.”
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Christopher Ash
>
>
>
>

Making musical theatre
Improvised theatrical performance
Sound design and soundscape creation
Musical repertoire acquisition

I

am a theatre composer, sound designer and musical director. I trained
in composition at Oxford and Guildhall, and in music workshop skills
at Goldsmiths.
Founder Member and Assistant Musical Director of
Showstopper! The Improvised Musical which has just completed a full run at
the Apollo Theatre in London with 5-star reviews from Telegraph, Mail on Sunday
and 4-stars from Times, Financial Times, Evening Standard. Under commission
from the West Yorkshire Playhouse to write a new musical with playwright Carl
Miller about the Brontë sisters. Arrangements/orchestrations for Tess of the
D’Urberville’s musical to be published by Samuel French Ltd.

Workshops:
I am very happy to devise and plan bespoke workshops in partnership with any
residency placement using the above areas as a starting point. I pride myself on
finding the best way to share my professional artistic practice whilst meeting
the pedagogical goals and specific needs of the individuals and group I may be
working with.

“We have been working with Chris
since July 2011. He has worked as a
musical collaborator, mentor and
musical director and I can honestly
say that he has excelled in all of
these positions. Chris is not only
a talented and gifted artist but a
generous collaborator, nurturing
director and a fantastic energy in
the rehearsal room. As a director
myself I have found Chris to be an
extremely supportive colleague,
diligent in his work whilst being
good natured and calm in the
inevitable stresses of production
week. Working with Chris is both
a privilege and a pleasure, and I
would happily recommend him to
other artists and organisations.”
Harriet Hardie, Creative Director, Full House Theatre
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Matt Baker
>
>
>
>

Composing music, song and musical theatre
Creating underscore
A library of songs, chants and exercises
Acting through song

I

am a composer and musical director based in the United Kingdom. I suppose
I am known for my delightful tunes and sumptuous harmonies. I have a
reputation for getting people of all ages and abilities to enjoy quality singing
together: I’ve had twenty doctors singing a Beach Boys medley, sixty women
singing Kylie songs on an open-top bus, two hundred children singing a new
opera in a castle, eight hundred people singing Radio Gaga in a town square and
three thousand people singing Spandau Ballet in a stadium. Most impressive of
all, I’ve had literally hundreds of my neighbours doing the Conga down my own
street!

“I thought Matt Baker was super with the children
and the adults! He is a very gifted teacher and he
passes on his passion and enthusiasm for singing
so easily.”
Drama teacher following a whole school and staff singing day - January 2011
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Workshop 1: When words are not enough - acting through song
We will go on a theatrical adventure to a place where the stakes are high and
the characters can only get their message across through song. Participants
will gain an in-depth understanding of the significance of the lyrics in a song
and that the tactics behind their delivery that are even more important than the
vocal quality.
Workshop 2: And the anthem was born - creating new songs
Whether a new song is needed for a devised play or an anthem for the school or
wider community, Matt will work with a whole class or individuals in creating
a memorable new piece. By the end of this workshop participants will have an
insight into the processes of writing a new song. They may even have a new song
to perform or record.
Workshop 3: Women and children first! Singing and plenty of action
Relive the final hours on board the Titanic through words, music and plenty of
action. What were you doing when the cry “Women and children first!” echoed
around the Titanic? With musical references from Matt’s large scale musical
production Unsinkable, he will offer an exciting insight into those precious
hours on board the world’s most famous ship before it sank to the bottom of the
Atlantic 100 years ago.

“I’ve had
literally hundreds
of my neighbours
doing the Conga
down my own
street!”
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Helen Balfour
>
>
>
>

Moving towards a performance
Choreographing for the school musical
Adding dance to your programmes
Physical theatre

A

s a young performer from New Zealand, I toured with several Melbourne
based performing companies which led to teaching and collaborating
in drama and dance around the world. I have worked with students of
all ages in schools, the community and professional theatre. Currently,
I teach performing arts at Frankfurt International School, Germany, whereby I
introduced dance to the upper school curriculum (including IB Dance) and have
been successful in attracting many interested student dancers and provided
opportunities for them to create and perform their own dance/theatre work.

“I have experienced Helen’s abilities to devise,
explore and polish theatre presentations to a very
high standard. She is an artist in her own right,
brilliantly organised and a wonderful collaborative
colleague.”
Annie McManners, theatre teacher, Frankfurt International School
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Workshop 1: Moving towards a performance
You have the stimulus now, with the addition of movement, gesture, action, text
and sound, illustrate core themes and ideas to a performance level.
Workshop 2: Choreographing for the school musical (or to enhance performance)
Quick tips, practical action, awareness of shapes, transitions and placement of
people in space for best effect.
Workshop 3: Adding dance to your programmes: interdisciplinary learning
You’re teaching a science experiment; ever thought how you could incorporate
movement to get the learning across? What about enriching languages or
explanation of texts through movement and dance? How to incorporate the
language of dance into your programmes and to document the process?
Workshop 4: Physical theatre - animating the story through the body.
Using the body to illustrate and show inanimate objects and emotions. So, for
example, you’re collaborating with the Spanish teacher and you’re working on
Blood Wedding; how can we interpret physically, through crafted movement the
duende, timing and placement of bodies in the space?

“I have worked
with students of
all ages in schools,
the community
and professional
theatre.”
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Rucina Ballinger
> Balinese dance, music and theatre

Workshop 1: Basic female or male Balinese dance
A 60-minute class covering the basic female or male steps in Balinese dance.
Workshop 2: Balinese mask dance
A 90-minute class that teaches you the basic male and female dance steps and
allows you to work with characterisation using Balinese masks in an improvised
story.
Workshop 3: Kecak
A 1-4 hour class of “mouth music” whereby we vocalize the syllable “cak” into
interlocking rhythms and learn basic Balinese dance vocabulary.
Workshop 4: Wayang Kulit
A 60-90 minute class showing you how to manipulate Balinese shadow puppets
and allowing you to make up a story with the puppets.

I

have been studying and performing ethnic dance and theatre for 40 years.
I have led numerous performing-arts focused educational programmes
and cultural tours throughout Indonesia, giving participants a deeper
understanding of what they are seeing. In 1979 I co-founded Gamelan Sekar
Jaya, a San Francisco-based group dedicated to performing Balinese music and
dance, now in its 36th year.

“The book, co-written with Wayan Dibia, Balinese
dance, drama and music: an introduction to the
performing arts was published in 2004 and is used
in many classrooms around the world.”

26.

Workshop 5: Ramayana
Using the basic Ramayana story from India and Indonesia, all the above forms
will be incorporated into a theatrical piece by the participants.

“I have been
studying and
performing ethnic
dance and theatre
for 40 years.”
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Rebecca Bell
> Pupil workshops
> Drama as a methodology for teaching and
learning
> Enabling creative teaching and learning
> Strategic development of the primary
curriculum

A

s a university lecturer I work with undergraduates and post-graduates,
exploring how drama can be used to open up learning across the
curriculum. I have recently become a registered trainer of trainers and
accredited coach. This hat takes me into the corporate world, where I
use drama and creativity to extend the ability of adults to impact on the people
they lead and train. In my travels I have worked as a teacher and manager in
schools for twelve years, as a director for Cheshire Youth Theatre and Top Banana
Productions, for two years as assistant production manager in a professional
theatre, as press and PR assistant for the National Youth Music Theatre and for
four years as a creative agent within the UK Creative Partnerships programme.

“Just wanted to thank you for the fantastic
training session on Friday afternoon! It was one of
the best training sessions I have been on for a long
time, so inspiring and motivational!”
Primary teacher
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Workshop 1: Story box
Story box, story box, tap the lid and it unlocks. Riddles, rhymes, tales, tunes and
mimes, who knows what the story box might reveal? One thing is for sure, it will
take us to an imaginary world where there is a problem to solve. Come and join
the creative thinking adventure.
Workshop 2: Proper copper coffee pot
Proper copper coffee pot – easy for you to say! As an actor how do we make
ourselves heard? How can our voice, as a creative instrument, bring meaning to
the words that we say? Using a range of fun and crazy exercises we will stretch
our voices and brings words to life.
Workshop 3: Flat pack theatre
We will explore how the constraints of a few drama tools, simple instructions
that must be followed in a limited time, can inspire a creative devising process.
Appealing to any student who struggles to get started when it comes to creating
original and inventive pieces of theatre for examinations.

“Exploring how
drama can be
used to open up
learning across the
curriculum.”
29.

Simon Bell
> Physical theatre
> Devising/collaborative theatre

Workshop 1: Using Frantic Assembly’s method as a devising process
In this workshop students will experiment with a range of exercises used by
Frantic Assembly to create original movement sequences, explore a starting
point and develop character/narrative. They will explore how production
elements and space can be used to alter meaning for an audience and examine
the company’s process, specifically the use of building blocks as a structural
device and the importance of the observer within the collaborative process.
Workshop 2: Budget devising
Many young theatre companies simply don’t have the finances to build
enormous sets and make the most elaborate of costumes, so how do you stage
complex stories on a budget in an imaginative way using just your body?
Inspired by Peter Brook’s thinking and incorporating elements of mime and
space manipulation, students will explore how limiting playing space, props/set
and dialogue can free and indeed inspire the imagination.

O

riginally from the United Kingdom, I currently teach Theatre at the
Atlanta International School at both DP and MYP level. Having trained
at Bristol, I worked as an actor, director and movement director in the
United Kingdom. My primary interest is in contemporary performance,
devised collaborative theatre and physical theatre. I work as a DP Theatre examiner
and for ISTA as both a Teacher Workshop Leader and student ensemble leader.

“Simon is a master at motivating the students to
work harder than they ever knew they could, think
deeper than they realise and have bundles of fun
as they do so. I have had Simon come into our
school as an AiR over three times and every time
he leaves the students asking when he is coming
back. He manages to get work out of students that
is authentic and meaningful to their own context
and encourages them to work as artists.”
Samantha Pierce, Head of Theatre, Canadian International School Hong Kong
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Workshop 3: The art of Complicite
This workshop focuses on the body and space. It develops a rigorous approach
and commitment to precision in the choreographing of movement sequences
and looks at how text and movement can combine to create vivid storytelling.
Workshop 4: Advanced physicality
This workshop is aimed at students who want to develop their movement skills
and takes inspiration from the work of Pina Bausch, DV8, Steve Paxton as
well as skills that derive from Berkoff and Lecoq’s practice to forge a unique
movement language. They will play with image and how the body and multimedia can combine to enhance meaning.

“I currently
teach Theatre
at the Atlanta
International
School.”
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Pete Benson
>
>
>
>
>

Stage combat
Clowning
Body language
Basic filmmaking
Words

I

am an experienced performer, playwright, theatre director and qualified
(BEd) teacher. I‘ve worked in film as actor and technician and was the nasty
half of the clowning duo Custard and Mr. Nasty. As a writer, I’ve created
pantomimes, musicals, comedies and dramas, from Wood, a black comedy
about a man who shares a flat with a philosophical woodlouse, to Crossing the
line, a brutal drama for young people. My theatre company works closely with
the Prince’s Trust touring drugs-awareness theatre programmes. As a lover
of technology I‘m well versed in the technical aspects of film and theatre. The
first feature film I wrote and directed, The scar crow (2009), won the London
Independent Film Festival award for best sci-fi/horror film.

“Pete is our greatest living teacher and will give
every participating student $100.”
Mr Nasty the black nose, lying clown – 2010
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Workshop 1: WHAM! BAM! POW! Learn the basics of stage combat
A look at the basics techniques of unarmed stage combat, doing it safely and
believably. The class is in three parts, the misdirection, the choreography and
the implementation. The students will be able to safely demonstrate basic stage
combat techniques in a short sequence.
Workshop 2: The secret of everything - body language
This is the most important class I teach. It is centred on human behaviour and
body language. It will cover game theory, current sociological, anthropological,
psychological, philosophical and cross cultural research. Why do we react in the
way we do? We will look at personal presentations skills, overcoming anxiety
and gaining empathy. It is ideal for actors, directors, interview candidates,
Theory of Knowledge students and all other human beings. This class can be
weighted towards your students’ needs.
Workshop 3: Clowning - find your inner clown
A side-coached journey through play and fun to help performers find their
own clown persona. How does a clown get to be noticed or perhaps hide from
watching eyes? Every situation, every object is fraught with problems and has a
million possibilities.
Workshop 4: Roll camera, action, cut! Basic filmmaking
Simple basics can vastly improve your film making skills. We will look at basic
coverage, composition, simple editing rules and address the issues of sound.
In a longer session I can talk about the film industry and my experience of
movie making. The outcome will be that the students will film short sequences
demonstrating basic filmmaking rules.
Workshop 5: Words, words, words everywhere but not a drop to drink or
when “yes” means “no” - an approach to text
As an actor or director you are presented with text in the form of a list but it is
not to be spoken as a list. How do you sonically interpret the words? Powerful
drama occurs when the words spoken and the character speaking intentionally
communicate different things. I will use vocal and devising exercises to reveal
the multiplicity of meaning in seemingly simple words. The outcome will be that
students will demonstrate vocal and physical sub textual meaning.
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Caitlin Beresford-Ord
> Directing for theatre
> Creating devised/collaborative theatre work
> Creating and delivering master classes/
workshops
> Musical theatre/cabaret performance and
writing

I

studied at the Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts (WAAPA) and
work as an actor, singer, writer, director and Teaching Artist. As a Teaching
Artist I represent Bell Shakespeare Company as well as teaching and
performing for Black Swan State Theatre Company. I’m a sessional lecturer
at Curtin University, WAAPA and an Artist in Residence at Murdoch University.
I’ve directed full-scale musicals and productions for many schools and regularly
conduct professional learning forums for teachers across the state. I believe in
the power of the arts to teach and nurture creativity, curiosity, empathy and
cross-cultural understanding.

“The kids loved having you so much! Saturday was
great – it gave them that motivation before exams
to keep polishing their work. You are an absolute
star. We are very grateful for your work.”
Melissa Pudney, drama teacher, Carine SHS
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Workshop 1: Baby Bard
Let the mischievous Puck take you by the hand as we delve into the magical
realm of A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Students will help create a fairy bower,
take sides with either Titania or Oberon, scare a silly man called Bottom with
the head of a donkey and start to get an idea of how things can go wrong
when grown-ups fall in love. This workshop will guide younger students to an
understanding of story, the power of performance and the magical quality of
Shakespeare’s language.
Workshop 2: Something wicked this way comes…
Ruthless killer or tragically ambitious? Evil Queen or supportive wife? Macbeth
is one of Shakespeare’s most contentious characters as is the formidable Lady
Macbeth, his wife. This workshop will explore the moral complexities at play in
the bloody tragedy Macbeth and challenge students to question the nature of
Good vs Evil – all through the prism of Shakespeare’s most successful marriage.
Workshop 3: The play’s the thing…
It can often be a daunting task for a teacher to contemplate teaching
Shakespeare let alone directing his work. This workshop will help teachers
discover the joys of directing Shakespeare by demystifying narrative structure,
units, sub-units, emotional targets, language, verse, scene breakdowns and
possible double casting choices all in ways which will be illuminating for them
and satisfying for their students.
Workshop 4: The big bang! … and other adventures in science
What happens when we use drama to explore atoms as people, planets as
people, chemicals as people, diseases as people, natural disasters as people?
This workshop can be designed for primary, middle or high school as a way of
discovering the extraordinary nature of the world around us in a way that is
practical, physical and meaningful. A terrific workshop for teachers wanting to
explore the cross-curricular potential of the arts.

“I believe in the
power of the arts.”
35.

Katy Bingham
> Directing
> Site specific exploration
> Yoga and meditation

B

orn and raised in Los Angeles, my passion for the performing arts was
early and immediate. I have been performing for 15 years, am a director,
singer, yogi and teacher of theatre and yoga. I have a Bachelor of Arts
in Performance Theatre and master’s in Teaching. I currently live in
Washington State and have taught middle/high school in Kenya and Turkey. I love
connecting with human beings. Theatre demands this of me in every possible way.
I am captivated by the power of stories and of how theatre provides exposure to
any “other” – fostering empathy, understanding and compassion.

“As a director, Katy Bingham is ambitious and
brave, taking calculated risks, where her results
have been immensely successful. As a person,
Katy Bingham comes forward as positive, honest,
open and responsible, developing strong and good
student-teacher relationships, as well as being
open and accessible for the parents.”
Jeanette Baekmark, ISK Parent and Danish Red Cross Country Coordinator for
Kenya and Somalia
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Workshop 1: Directing - keep it simple
Being a director is all about making the most effective, impactful choices for the
audience’s experience. Participants in this workshop will get the opportunity to
develop and refine their decision making choices through practically directing
each other in short scenes. They will explore intentional vocal, facial and
physical use, the use of silence and physical proximity.
Workshop 2: You’re performing here? (site specific exploration)
The corner of a room, a stairway, a doorframe. Spaces for exploration and
theatre performances are endless and in this workshop students will uncover
new ways of interacting with space for devised or scripted performance.
Workshop 3: Vulnerability and strength – partner yoga and scene work
Get ready to get out of your comfort zone with partner yoga. During this
workshop, you will transition between yoga poses and partner scene work to
discover how, through yoga, you can attain deeper understanding, risk and
connection to your scene partner. Come ready and willing to learn new ways of
building character, relationships and physicality in scene work.

“I love
connecting with
human beings.
Theatre demands
this of me in every
possible way.”
37.

Paul Bongiovanni
>
>
>
>

Mask
Physical theatre
Puppetry
Text in performance

I

have been a teacher of drama in Australia and internationally for the past few
years in which time I have been involved in creating and helping to create
many performances with students. Before this I was a theatre practitioner
for many years, in which time I was involved in many, many productions on
stage as an actor, director, producer and writer. All this knowledge I now impart
on the next generation with energy and enthusiasm.

“Paul is an excellent theatre teacher and a
valuable colleague. He is equally adept at exciting
beginning and experienced drama students about
the creative process. His classes always have a
focused buzz that suggest students are engaged
with and value the work they are doing.”
Marsha Hillman, Head of Performing Arts, International School Manila
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Workshop 1: Mask in action
Students will learn the correct way to use masks so that it becomes a powerful
tool to be used in performance making. Types of masks used will be full face
and half mask. Students will then use their newly acquired knowledge to
explore, invent and create a theatre performance.
Workshop 2: Bodies in space and motion
By using such physical theatre proponents such as Grotowski and Suzuki as
a starting point, students will learn what it is to create theatre using nothing
more than the body and the way it moves through space. Students will then
apply this knowledge to text and create a performance.
Workshop 3: Breathing life into the puppet
The art of puppetry is an old tradition present in many cultures. This workshop
does not aim to introduce students to all forms of puppetry but rather it gives
them an understanding as to how to bring a puppet to life, no matter what it is
and what it’s made of, and make an audience believe they are real.

“All this
knowledge I now
impart on the
next generation
with energy and
enthusiasm.”
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Bill Bowers
> Mime
> Physical theatre and devising
> Creating solo work

Workshop 1: The art of mime
Mime is an ancient art form, the first performing art in fact; it remains our
first language. Mime is an essential aspect of contemporary theatre and
has, in recent times, informed many areas of contemporary performing arts
from modern dance to Butoh to hip hop and free style. In this core workshop
students will look into the past in order to understand the present and look into
the future.
Workshop 2: Physical theatre and devising
Combining mime technique with physical improvisation, students will
experience how their bodies possess ”physical imagination”. We will use
ensemble building exercises to devise, soundtrack, and stage original theatre.
Emphasis is on creative problem solving, negotiation and collaboration.

I

have appeared on Broadway in The Lion King and The Scarlet Pimpernel,
and in theatres throughout the United States and Europe. A student of the
legendary mime Marcel Marceau, I now perform my solo plays throughout
the world.

Workshop 3: Creating solo work
Students will gain an understanding of how to craft an effective solo work
and to identify what it is they want to say. They will explore the process of
translating an idea from their imagination to the page to the stage. Employing
writing exercises, small group improvisation and discussion students will learn
about how to activate their ideas and clarify their storytelling.

I live in New York City but grew up in the wilds of Montana and from a young age
had an attraction to the “big quiet” of the vast western landscape. I began to study
what can be said without using words which led me to the art of mime.
www.Bill-Bowers.com

“Bill Bowers is a dynamic, generous, intuitive
teacher who gives students both a role model
to emulate and an energetic guide through the
theatrical wilderness of mind, body and spirit.
As a performer, his subtlety and grace combined
with a wildly responsive body and face make him a
dazzling concert of the human experience.”
April Curtis, Department Chair, Eastern Oregon University
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“I now perform
my solo plays
throughout the
world.”
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Leah Bramley
> Mask
> Devising

I

Workshop 2: What do you mean there is no script???
Learning how to work collaboratively with others and use a variety of building
blocks to create original performances.

am a Kiwi – currently living in Doha, Qatar - a long way from home. I have
taught in eight countries and in doing so found my love for theatre. I love
collaboration and creating original work with students on issues that matter.
I am an experienced IB Theatre teacher and have taught MYP Drama.

“… always going above and beyond for the kids.
You are an inspiration. You have an incredible
amount of energy and creativity and I’ve learnt a
lot from watching you direct.”
Alice Williams, grade 7 Team Leader/MS Drama, American International School of
Bucharest
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Workshop 1: Mask
Exploring the use of mask and physicality. Freeing up the body. Creating
characters. Unleashing creativity.

“I love
collaboration and
creating original
work with students
on issues that
matte..”
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Mike Caemmerer
>
>
>
>

Stage directing
Character development
Program development
Working with drama across disciplines

F

or the past fifteen years, I have played in New Delhi at the American
Embassy School where I developed the theatre programme, taught
theatre in the high school and was theatre manager. Most of my energy
was focused on teaching and directing at AES, though I dabbled a bit
with Short and Sweet when they brought their festival to India. When not in the
theatre I spent a great deal of time developing a performing artist series, bringing
professionals in the performing arts to New Delhi to spend time working with,
and being role models for, students.

“I am currently on sabbatical, planning my next
theatre adventures.”
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Workshop 1: Geometry of relationships
Lines are flat; triangles have dimension. This workshop looks at how characters/
actors that see themselves as one point of a physical triangle on stage can better
understand their complexity. Realising the multiple forces at work on that
character give the character dimension and makes it more interesting for other
characters and for the audience. By the end of this workshop participants will
be able to understand the importance of dimensional characters and will have
the tools as both a director and an actor to develop that complexity on stage.
Workshop 2: Nothing is nothing - directing, character development and
devising
On stage, nuance and subtlety are essential. This workshop uses a basic devising
activity to show how on stage the actor is always doing something. By the end
of this workshop participants will gain three major outcomes: for the director,
they will begin to understand how to help the actor manipulate positions to
better convey intended meaning; for the actor, they will begin to understand
that when they are on stage they are always doing something; for the devisor,
they will potentially have the beginnings of a new story.

“When not in the
theatre I spent
a great deal of
time developing a
performing artist
series.”
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Jillian Campana
> Professional Development for teachers
> Applied Theatre
> Documentary and Verbatim Theatre
> Connecting Eastern and Western
approaches to actor training

I

am a professor of Theatre and Integrated Arts Education at American
University in Cairo and the University of Montana. I have previously taught
at several international schools and enjoy offering classroom teachers
strategies for imbedding the arts in their curriculum. I work with actors
and non-actors alike and seek to use theatre as a tool to build self-awareness,
expressiveness and confidence. I studied with Augusto Boal for years in both
Brazil and the United States, hold a Ph.D. in Theatre for Social Change and have
written a book called Acting Successful, using performance skills in everyday life.

“Jillian opened up my eyes to so many creative
dramatic strategies that I can use with my
students. Her passion towards drama is infectious;
I feel like I want to go on stage now!”
Gamila Helmy, elementary teacher, Schutz American School, Alexandria, Egypt
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Workshop 1: Devising Documentary Theatre
What is it like to perform non-fiction? What can we learn from embodying real
people? How can documentary theatre serve as research, analysis and data
sharing? This workshop looks at theatre as a form of ethnography and asks
participants to portray the people in their lives.
Workshop 2: Acting successful
Everyone can benefit from learning acting skills and techniques. This workshop
explores our everyday actions as performances. Participants learn to use
their voice, body, imagination and improvisational and characterisation skills
to express their self with clarity and build strong social and professional
relationships.
Workshop 3: Developing empathic thinking and acting
This workshop explores how teachers can help their students learn to relate
to, and identify with, others. Empathy, which allows us to share the feelings
of another so that we understand their feelings from their perspective has
been shown to foster positive feelings and emotional and physical well-being.
Teachers will learn to use role-play and creative drama in their classrooms to
promote empathy.
Workshop 4: Rasaboxing: exploring universal emotions
This workshop uses the nine bhavas (internal feelings) of classical Sanskrit
drama to guide actors as they explore emotions and relationships. Developed
at NYU’s Tisch School of the Arts, this technique of actor training connects the
mind with the body to produce stunning physical images of emotions. It also
helps unite actors with their audience and blends Western and Eastern acting
methods.

“A perfect blend
of creative play
and rigorous
thinking.”
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Megan Campisi
> Lecoq-based approaches to devising and
physical theatre
> Physical approaches to performing
Shakespeare

I

began with the same goal as many young artists: work as a forest ranger, learn
how to milk goats - oh, and become a famous stage actress. Pretty soon acting
just wasn’t enough. I wanted to make plays. So after getting a Theatre Studies
degree at Yale University, I went to L’Ecole Jacques Lecoq in Paris (with a
brief stint in Object Theatre puppetry and Shakespeare training at RADA). Then,
I gathered friends and colleagues into a company (www.goldnotrade.com) and
started to do what playmaker Jon Wright calls “mucking about”. I’ve taught at Yale
and at the Shanghai Theatre Academy, and written comedies that have premiered
off-Broadway and in Shanghai. And now I also make novels and children.

“Megan was beyond amazing. She is genuinely
talented and inspiring and you will learn so much
from her.”
Yale undergraduate Theatre Studies major

Workshop 1: Devising new work/Object Theatre using the Lecoq Approach
In this workshop we “research” techniques of cinematic framing, storyboarding
and improvisation all in pursuit of devising (creating) new theatre as an
ensemble. We move through the steps from seed idea to staged scenes based
on the methods used at the Jacques Lecoq School in Paris. We will also draw
on Object Theatre which uses the transformation of everyday objects to bring
magic and surprise to the stage. By the end of the workshop participants will
have devised their own short pieces.
Workshop 2: Mime, physical comedy and masks
Starting with simple mime and movement analysis students learn how to
theatricalise mime into a gestural language that can be used in clowning and
other genres. From there we investigate how to use principles of cartoons and
physics to clarify and amplify human movement to create physical comedy
onstage. This workshop can move on to masked performance using character
masks, half masks, neutral* masks or Larval/Basel masks. *Neutral masks are
designed to train actors how to perform when NOT wearing a mask - a little
counterintuitive, I know. Only recommended for advanced students.
Workshop 3: Mimodynamics: a Lecoq approach to drama, comedy and tragic chorus
Can a dissolving sugar cube be the inspiration for a brilliant, tragic
performance? Can the human body transform into an animal onstage?
Following the French Lecoq approach to physical theatre this workshop looks at
how animals, elements and even everyday objects become the startling starting
point for theatre brilliance. This workshop can be tailored to focus on drama,
comedy or tragic chorus.
Workshop 4: Shakespeare’s hidden code
Shakespeare’s brilliant. Agreed. But he didn’t always stick to perfect verse.
Just as a skilled jazz musician uses the offbeat, Shakespeare riffed on iambic
pentameter, often breaking the rules to great effect. This workshop explores
the secret messages Shakespeare left in his verse and what these clues mean for
the actor and director in developing a character and playing a scene. Based on
Shakespeare techniques from the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art in London.
Workshop 5: Commedia dell’Arte
What do the Simpsons and 16th century Italy have in common? More than
you think. Commedia dell’Arte is a classic Italian physical comedy form that
combines masks and improvisation to essentially create live cartoons. In this
workshop, we start with the social-historical context of Commedia and then
quickly dive into the characters and lazzi (physical comedy). Students learn the
basics of improvisation, slapstick, masked performance and physical theatre.
We finish by performing short Commedia scenarios. Based on Antonio Fava’s
techniques.
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Louise Clark
> Creating theatre for young audiences
> Performance art meets theatre
> Using drama in the primary classroom
> Installations: as a space for enriching the
curriculum and for performance

M

y artistic light-bulb moment came when I discovered that children +
theatre = an endless supply of excitement, imagination, creativity and
the rewards of seeing pupils learn and grow as people. I formalised
my thoughts by gaining an MA in Drama and Theatre Education and I
now run my own theatre company, creating interactive performances for children.
I also work closely with teachers and educators, exploring and developing new
ways of using drama as a tool to engage young people in their learning and how
to use theatre to open doors to new worlds and new minds.

“Having Louise in school for even just one day of
AiR has encouraged our students to look beyond
their usual barriers and start to experiment with
new ideas and performance skills which in turn is
informing their devising work in preparation for
their practical exams.”

Workshop 1: Tiny and terrifying - theatre for the early years
Young children are the toughest audience you will ever face. If they don’t like
it they will show you … or tell you, loudly. Using years of experience in the
industry I can guide students through the positives and the pitfalls, the dos
and the don’ts and the fun and games of making work for a young audience.
Connecting with your audience on an honest, individual and equal platform,
being playful to the end and being ready for anything are key.
Workshop 2: Words and pictures
Ever wondered what would happen if you use text and pictures to make a piece
of theatre? This workshop will explore taking words and images to create a new
performance language and level of understanding for both actors and audience.
Inspired by modern performance practices this will be an adventure blurring
boundaries between theatre and performance art, exploring how a simple pen
and paper can transform a theatrical experience and the devising process.
Workshop 3: Where worlds collide
Imagine that a whole world exists alongside ours but neither we, nor them,
knows the other exists… until one day the seal between the two breaks. Lost
in a world which makes no sense: where would you go? Who would you turn to
for help? Sometimes friends can be found in the most unsuspecting of places.
A whole-class storytelling drama experience for primary students which
immerses them in an imagined world where anything can happen.
Workshop 4: Building worlds: a recipe
Mix together the power of play and the magic of imagination. Stir in paper,
pens, tape and string. Finally sprinkle a finesse of story and voila! This
workshop will allow you to experience the transformation of an empty space
into a whole new world and let you explore all the possibilities it might hold.
NB: This workshop can be an immersive whole class experience for primary
students or a beginner’s guide to installations for older theatre students.

The British School in The Netherlands
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Chris Craig
>
>
>
>
>

Voice coaching
Projection skills
Choral speaking
Speaking Shakespeare
Working on production

I

have worked as an actor/director since leaving drama school. My career is
rich and varied; I started work with Polka Children’s Theatre and then played
lots of different roles ranging from the Pope in Faustus at The Royal Lyceum
to Uncle Henry in The wizard of Oz and an eyeball seller (ugh) for the Natural
Theatre. Recently I have been acting in films such as Venus Noire and The silence
of Joan with Liam Cunningham and Clemense Poesy of Harry Potter fame.

“I have directed and devised shows for Benchtours
and Wildcat Theatre and I ran my own company
called Hullaballoo for ten years.”

Workshop 1: Swirling words and javelins - voice coaching
An adventure into the world of the voice, being one of the most important tools
for an actor. Here you can learn to begin to project your voice. To develop the
energy in your voice that enables you to be heard and understood. Theatres seek
more skilled practitioners. They need actors who can be heard and understood.
This introduction increases confidence by showing how to develop and
understand the importance of the voice.
Workshop 2: Spill the beans - projection skills
Projection is not just about having a loud voice but about how you use your voice
on the stage, how does it carry emotions, can it be as strong when it is soft or
gentle? We learn how important it is to find the truth in our voice and to project
that to our audience. Using some simple story telling techniques, participants
discover ways to engage with the listeners and how to place their emotions
into the context of a dramatic dialogue, how to be at ease with and move an
audience.
Workshop 3: The flying word carpet - choral speaking
Me! Me! Me? Being on stage is not just about you, there are other actors to act
with. In ancient Greece the chorus was of enormous importance. We have to
learn how to speak in a chorus, how to move together, how to breathe as one,
sometimes to speak a language that is not our own. How do we make those
words fly as a chorus? Students make contact with and discover rhythms of
speaking, finding the lyrical and learning to appreciate how important it is,
to be able to let these factors make the words fly, leaving them with greater
confidence and ability to engage with the classics.
Workshop 4: The Bard wired - speaking Shakespeare
Eeek! I don’t understand a word, it’s so complicated … HELP! Looking at certain
chosen sections/speeches, we start to break down our fears and gain confidence
in speaking Shakespeare, by learning how to interpret his work make it work for
us and sell it to our audience. Students should be able to put over a speech from
Shakespeare with ease and understanding, to help them achieve a good audition
standard.
Workshop 5: Into the little hill by Martin Crimp - working production
A play that involves three languages English/French/German. Martin Crimp uses
The piped piper of Hamelin as an analogy for telling the story of the rounding
up of the Jews. A powerful and poignant piece of theatre. This assimilates most
of the workshop processes. Giving the chance for the participants to fully
appreciate and to put into practice the skills learnt in the workshops
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Rui Cunha
>
>
>
>
>

Architecture and theatres
Rig, patch and focus lanterns
The light design
Developing a technical response to a text
Developing a culture of stage management

M

y name is Rui, Rui da Cunha, or Da Cunha, if I want to be taken
seriously. I am skilled to work around all type of venues, with all
types of lanterns. Is your space little, with little material? Don’t worry:
smaller theatres are perfect spaces for a young lighting designer to
learn the first steps. I am skilled to manage, build and advise the rig of the venue
short, medium and long term. Also, stage and team management advice, with a
back stage focus.

“I will be available to provide technical
consultancy and advice for active projects if the
host prefers. I currently work at the Western
International School of Shanghai in China.”
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Workshop 1: “Light out! 3, 2, 1 … uau!” Lighting design
Is it just knowing where to put the light in and where to put the light out? Light
and text, light and emotions, light and colour? Simple? On the contrary, it
demands the knowledge of a lifetime. By the end of this workshop participants
will be able to translate lighting ideas into lighting effects, understand the
lanterns and their uses, and be able to translate ideas from a practical text,
sound or movement.
Workshop 2: “And the flying clown? Cool, ain’t it?” Ropes and knots
Fact: poorly executed knots are dangerous. There are literally hundreds of knots
to learn, so let’s begin with the most common. Let’s work safely, shall we? By the
end of this workshop participants will be able to understand the importance of
safety and will learn to competently construct the most important knots. Fun
and critical.
Workshop 3: And there is light – always and everywhere! Lighting design
This workshop examines how to prepare the school’s venue as a jack-of-alltrades. Rig for music, dance and theatre all year around. It will also look at the
importance of the angles, specials and space in tech design. By the end of this
workshop, participants will be able to build their own rig effectively, know how
to handle lanterns and the different approaches to focusing lanterns, adapted
for your school/venue.

“I am skilled to
work around all
type of venues,
with all types of
lanterns.”
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Suzy Davies
> Song writing
> Instrumental and vocal composition/
improvisation
> Singing and Sign language
> Building musical confidence
> Vocal harmony work
> Voice and body percussion

Workshop 2: All together now
Group music for all levels: warm ups, chants, great songs with easy harmonies
and some highly addictive clapping games. Guaranteed to dispel the fears of
even the most reluctant participants while satisfying the needs of the most
enthusiastic.
Workshop 3: Words and tunes
Composing original songs for prescribed texts and devised pieces - character
songs, sung narrative etc - incorporating lyric writing and principles of musical
arrangement.

I

’m a Welsh-born composer/lyricist/musical director now based in North
London. I’m co-founder and Artistic Director of The Kaos Organisation, a
Community Arts company specialising in the creation and production of new
music, theatre and visual artworks. I’ve composed and conducted projects
for many companies including Kazzum, Little Angel Theatre, the National
Youth Theatre and the Old Vic. I also facilitate singing workshops for corporate
organisations including BDO LLP and PwC. I love exploring and experimenting
with diverse musical styles and traditions from opera to funk, Bhangra to punk. A
selection of my cross-curricular songs is published by A & C Black (acblack.com/
songsheets).

“Suzy Davies’ music is impressively tuneful, lyrical
and atmospheric.”
The Guardian
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Workshop 1: Sing it, sign it
Signed song is a great way to raise deaf awareness and provides an excellent
introduction to BSL. This workshop is suitable for all ages and abilities,
including early years settings, children learning English and students with
special educational needs.

“I love exploring
and experimenting
with diverse
musical styles and
traditions from
opera to funk,
Bhangra to punk.”
57.

Angela David
> Directing through improvisation
> Discovering character through
improvisation and movement
> Commedia dell’Arte
> Butoh
> Meisner

I

was educated in theatre as well as arts education at the University of Regina
and then received a Master’s in collaborative education from the University
of Darwin, Australia. I have since taught in Canada, Pakistan, Ghana and
Switzerland. I am a moderator of IB theatre internal assessments and am
presently the head of performing arts at the Inter-Community School Zurich in
Switzerland. I love movement and thinking on your feet so improvisation is a
great medium for me. Workshops are fun and active as well as thought-provoking
for the participants. I use music and games to engage the group.

“While in your school I can help to develop
an improvisation programme for classes,
extracurricular or intramurals. I can also aid
teachers or student-directors add different
techniques to their way of working.”
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Workshop 1: Butoh - dance of darkness
White, slow, moving: discover the secretive and beautiful performance art of
Butoh from Japan. Create your own Butoh presence and explore its form.
Workshop 2: Repeat after me
An introduction to the Meisner acting technique.
Workshop 3: Let’s get physical
Movement is a fun part of creating character. Participants explore ideas using
music and daily activities. Strong physicality will help you get more bang from
your performance.
Workshop 4: TiR
Use Teacher-in-Role techniques in the drama classroom and beyond to engage
students and differentiate their learning. The work of Jonothan Neelands and
Dorothy Heathcote will be the focus.
Workshop 5: Surviving the moment
We say yes, and …! Develop your improvisation skills and understanding
through games and skill building techniques. Explore the games of the
professionals.

“I love movement
and thinking
on your feet so
improvisation is a
great medium for
me.”
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Nita Dewse
> Using technology in performance
> Creating ensemble using the co-ordination
technique
> Page to stage: designing for theatre
> Puppetry and Object Theatre

I

grew up in Melbourne but have spent most of my adult life abroad teaching
drama in England, Mexico, Singapore and now in Thailand. In 1999 I
completed my MA at the Central School of Speech and Drama, specialising
in the use of dramatherapy in anger management programmes with violent
offenders in prisons and probation. Now, as an artist in an international setting,
I am increasingly driven by a desire to stop students atrophying into 50-year
old economists before they’ve finished being a teenager. I want students to
understand the power of creativity that comes through play: playing games,
playing with ideas, playing with their own limits.

“Nita is an inspirational workshop leader. Students
love her dynamic energy, sense of play and learn a
great deal from working with her. She is a master
at helping students shape inventive and powerful
ensemble work. Her workshops introduce students
to creative ways of exploring text, pushing them to
develop a strong concept and experiment with design.”

Workshop 1: Connected
Theatre has always embraced new technologies from gas lamps in the 19th
century to projections in the 20th. Today there are so many ways you can
connect mobile phone technology, social networks and the use of apps in
performance with your students. This workshop will introduce your students
to the possibilities of using mobile phones, laptops or iPads as lights, symbols,
puppets, subtext and chorus etc to create powerful moments of interactive
theatre.
Workshop 2: Co-ordinating the ensemble
The ensemble is at the heart of all drama work and performance. The exercises
used in this workshop are drawn from a number of current practitioners and
theatre companies such as The Body Alphabet by Zygmunt Molik, Pig Iron
Theatre Company in Philadelphia and Song of the Goat Theatre in Poland.
Students will explore movement, text and rhythm using sticks, percussion,
voice and their own bodies and use these techniques to help them explore
characterisation in text as well as devise original theatre.
Workshop 3: Page to stage: a design process
Students will explore a short playtext and look at ways to bring research and
initial ideas to life in a unified concept. This practical approach will encompass
the use of “looking through a lens” to generate initial designs as well as
“sculpting for an audience” to unlock subconscious ideas. Practical ways of
bringing scenes to life using Suzuki’s techniques of movement to music will
also be explored. This workshop is ideal for teaching the IB Director’s Notebook
but can also be a great introduction to design for students lower down the
curriculum.
Workshop 4: Puppetry and Object Theatre
Puppetry isn’t just for kids - it’s one of the oldest forms of theatre. This
workshop explores puppetry both old and new: from how to create anima using
basic Japanese Bunraku puppet techniques to manipulating ordinary objects
both alone and in a chorus to create inspiring moments of theatre for all
ages. This workshop can be adapted for primary, middle school or IB Theatre
students depending on requirements.

Kate Friend, Freelance Theatre Practitioner, Lausanne, Switzerland
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Natalie Diddams
> Ensemble performance techniques
> Devising political theatre
> Analysis of classical plays i.e. Ancient Greek
and Roman, Shakespeare
> Comic improvisation techniques

Workshop 1: Picture this... using visual art to inspire theatre
Participants will explore the relationship between visual art and theatre
through a lively mix of games and activities. They will learn how to talk like art
critics and use pictures as a starting point for their own creativity.
Workshop 2: Performing Shakespeare
This workshop will build participants’ confidence with basic Shakespearean
language, build vocal technique and explore some of the universal themes in
Shakespeare’s most loved plays.
Workshop 3: Why make plays?
This workshop will put theatre on trial and debate the vital question: why make
plays?. Participants will reflect on themselves as artists and take part in games
and activities designed to fuel their passion for making art.

I

read Theatre Studies at the University of Warwick before training as a
director at St Mary’s University. I now have a large number of productions
under my belt, ranging from small-scale pieces for the fringe to large-scale
youth theatre shows. My last professional production, My Brother’s Country,
toured across the north of England in February/March 2015. I am an Associate
Lecturer at Manchester Metropolitan University, the University of Warwick and
Northampton University. I also manage the Schools’ Programme at the Royal
Exchange Theatre. I am in my second year working for ISTA and love all the new
experiences.

“Natalie approaches directing young people
and workshop facilitating for SSF with passion
and flair. She is diligent in preparing for each
project and consistently fulfils the brief to a high
standard. Natalie’s calm and encouraging manner
makes her job look easy but in fact she has great
expertise and thinks carefully about how to achieve
the best outcome for teachers and students.”
Annie Hughes, Festival Co-ordinator, Shakespeare Schools Festival
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Workshop 4: View-pointing
This fun and practical workshop will introduce participants to View-pointing:
a method of movement improvisation developed in the 1970s by choreographer
Mary Overlie. Through games, exercises and talking activities we will explore
the technique and discuss how it could be used to make theatre.

“I now have a
large number of
productions under
my belt.”
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Mary-Frances Doherty
>
>
>
>

Devising
Engaging the audience
Working with everyday objects
Creating moods and atmospheres

I

am a freelance theatre-maker, performer and director. I have worked
professionally in Singapore, Malaysia, Belgium, Germany and America as
well as extensively throughout the United Kingdom and Ireland and enjoy
being part of new and exciting experiences. As an artist, I make unique,
original theatre that is raw and fragmented. Through using text, movement and
everyday objects it is my aim to create a strong emotional connection with my
audience. I am particularly interested in creating thea-tre for young audiences
and am constantly challenging myself to find imaginative ways to deal with and
explore difficult subject matters.

“Mary-Frances has consistently displayed a
unique talent for storytelling and creating magical
theatrical worlds. She has developed her own
performance style which is unstintingly brave and
innovative… one of Northern Ireland theatres
unique talents.”
Ciaran McQuillan, Outreach Director, Tinderbox Theatre Company

Workshop 1: Objects in performance
A workshop exploring how we can create atmospheres and express emotions
using everyday objects in unique and unconventional ways.
Workshop 2: Telling stories through objects
A workshop exploring how we can create stories inspired by objects.
Workshop 3: Playing with your audience
A workshop exploring techniques we can use to break down the barrier between
performer and audience in order to interact with and engage our audiences in
new and exciting ways.

“She has
developed her
own performance
style which is
unstintingly brave
and innovative…
one of Northern
Ireland theatres
unique talents.””
Samantha Porciello, Learning and Participation Officer, The MAC
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Marjorie Duffield

Workshop 1: Playwriting: the art of the short play
In this hands-on playwriting class we’ll discover that everyone can be a playwright and everyone
can write a good short play (ten minutes or less). Short plays are fun to write because the conflict,
action and resolution have to happen quickly. And because of the length both experienced and

>
>
>
>
>

Playwriting: the art of the short play
Playwriting on demand
Lyric writing
Comedy writing
Creating original works

new-to-the-craft playwrights can finish an effecting and well-crafted piece. By the end of this
workshop, student writers will have a first-draft of a short play. They will also have a good
understanding of character development, conflict, action and resolution and will also gain an
understanding of story structure. In addition, short student plays create opportunities for student
actors and directors, and can be the basis of play festivals that feature student work.
Workshop 2: I love lyrics - lyric writing
Everybody loves a great song but how do you write one? In this hands-on workshop, participants
will learn basic song structure and rhyme, and develop a song idea and the first verse of their
own song. Participants will gain a better understanding of the strength of words, word placement,
rhyme, internal rhyme, alliteration, imagery and metaphor - for starters. They will also have a
completed first verse of a song. This project can be furthered with student or adult composers.

I

am a graduate of Williams College and NYU’s graduate musical theatre writing
programme and have been a theatre educator for over twenty years. I think
of myself as a “words” person. I am both a librettist and a playwright and,
more recently, a screenwriter. My play Ice island: the wait for Shackleton,
was produced off-Broadway by The Melting Pot Theatre Company. My other offBroadway/regional credits include Sit-in at the Five and Dime, a civil-rights era
musical (music by Janice Lowe), In a lake of fire (music by Greg Pliska) and CyberAlice (music by Sunmee Cho). I helped create Viva la evolución, an award-winning
one-woman show (2010 NYC International Fringe) and my first feature length
film script will be shot this fall.

Lyrics can be completed and set to music - creating an original student song cycle that can be
used by theatre and/or chorus classes.
Workshop 3: Where’s the funny? Comedy writing
In this workshop, we’ll create sketch comedy and comedic scenes by using improv, brainstorming
and story pitching. Once the participants create and perform improvised scenes based on story
ideas, we’ll script and build those moments into funny short scripts. By the end of this workshop,
participants will have a sketch idea and a first draft of a comedy scene - as well as practical tools
for figuring out how to heighten and tighten the humour in the next draft.
Workshop 4: “Write me a play right now!” Playwriting on demand
Sometimes you really need a short play that works for a special occasion or is based on a theme
or a historical event. Or maybe you need a play that deals with a topical event that the community

“Margie’s approach to playwriting helped the
students bring their ideas alive and gave them the
practical skills to execute and finish the work. The
short plays this summer were of the highest quality
ever.”
Kevin O’Rourke, WCS Student Theatre Lab – 2011

wants to explore. In this hands-on playwriting class we’ll figure out how to create a play that fits
a specific need. Participants will have a good understanding of how to devise a play and build
characters, conflict, action and resolution. They will also have charted a story arc for their topic
and will have a “map” of how to proceed with the writing.
Workshop 5: Create the play you want - creating original work
Creating original work is hard and complicated - where do you even begin? In this workshop we’ll
explore practical techniques and methodologies for writing and adapting new work. Whether it’s
writing from ensemble work, an idea, a news item or adapting a story, participants will learn how
to forge ahead and how to create the play they want. Participants will have solid tools to analyse
and create the first steps of their project as well as an outline for how to proceed in order to
complete the work.
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Neil Farrelly
> One person performance
> Writing dialogue
> Improvisation

Workshop 1: Holding audiences tight. How do performers hold an audience
in the palm of their hand?
Students learn the technique of how to create their own one minute, oneperson performance for a live audience using body, voice, character and story.
Students will focus on how to work, use and entertain their audience using their
own material for one minute without reliance on props, sets or costume. Only
themselves. All work is reviewed.
Workshop 2: TEXT IT! Have ideas? Yes. Write and create your own working
dialogue for performers
Students learn how to get their ideas out of their heads and have others speak
and perform their words. Students will finish this workshop with their own
working dialogue performed by other actors and a review of all they have done.

I

studied Dramatic Art and Theatre Studies at Middlesex University in
London. For the past twenty years I have worked in the arts in Asia, working
with actors and students, producing short films in India, participating in
festivals in Japan, India and Singapore, and writing stories for Between the
Lines, in my N2N Co website. I have a wealth of experience working with not only
international schools and colleges but also with local students in arts centres,
festivals and street centres in countries as diverse as India, Japan, Myanmar,
Turkey, Singapore, China and the Middle East. My company, N2N, is annually
involved in setting up arts projects, touring and developing student work. It all
works on the premise that students love a challenge and we spend much of our
time working out how to motivate students further and in more creative ways.

“The kids loved the workshop. They are still
talking about it and we have lots of plans for the
future.”
Tracy Lord, IICS, Istanbul, Turkey
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Workshop 3: Fast crazy loose. Can you make people laugh? Yes. Join us.
Improvisation
Students learn improvisation through the use of objects, imagination, space,
dialogue, emotions or any catalyst you choose. Students try out, perform,
develop and review all the best work from the workshop and figure out ways to
make it all even better for next time.

“It all works on
the premise that
students love a
challenge...”
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Stephen Finegold
>
>
>
>
>
>

Characterisation
Clown
Physical theatre
Storytelling
Chorus
Improvisation

I

studied acting at the Central School of Speech and Drama and have performed
in theatre, television, film, radio and voice-over ever since. My most recent
work was The Tempest at The Watermill Theatre, touring Bronte with Shared
Experience Theatre Company and, before that, with London’s Old Vic Theatre
performing in Wajdi Mouawad’s Scorched. On television I was last seen playing
Gerald Thompson in the seventh series of Hustle for the BBC. As a writer I have
had several plays published and performed throughout the United Kingdom. I
have been associate director of Works Well Productions for the last twelve years
and have directed eight of their productions in that time.

“I am also one of the actor/practitioners who help
to run Calderdale Theatre School, a youth theatre
based in Halifax, west Yorkshire, which is where
I live.”
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Workshop 1: Laugh through your tears - clowning
Simple clown, boss clown, pathetic clown or tragic clown: which are you?
Clowns are fun loving, irresponsible, amoral, child-like, chaotic and tragic.
Sounds like you? Find the clown in you. Using the techniques developed by
John Wright we will enable the performer to explore the comedy of the tragic
clown. It is difficult to be funny in a serious atmosphere so the workshops
tend to be about getting up and doing, entertaining and fun. By the end of the
workshop participants are able to play their own tragic clown having shed their
preconceived ideas of clowning and applying their individual characters. They
will also have laughed a lot.
Workshop 2: Inside out – outside in. Physicalise the inside
Sick with envy, hopping mad, dying of embarrassment. What if you could
actually let it all out? What happens when we see the real thoughts and wishes
our characters keep hidden? Using the techniques of Nancy Meckler and Polly
Teale, joint artistic directors of Shared Experience Theatre Company, we will
find out what happens when we access and then physicalise the hidden thoughts
and emotions of characters in a scene or improvisation. By the end of the
workshop participants will be able to freely explore how a physical knowledge of
inner thought affects any given scene. They will feel able to use their physicality
and voice to show the “real” scene that lies beneath the text.

“As a writer I
have had several
plays published
and performed
throughout the
United Kingdom.”
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Kate Friend
>
>
>
>

Ramayana storytelling
Brecht
Puppetry
Directing/devising

I

am a teacher, playwright and director of youth theatre. I have taught drama in
the United Kingdom, Germany, Thailand and Switzerland. I am an experienced
IB Theatre teacher and examiner but I also enjoy the playfulness of younger
students and love devising original work with them. I am passionate about
theatre as a force for personal and social change: Brecht is my hero and was the
focus of my masters degree. I am also fascinated with South East Asian theatre,
especially the vivid tales of the Ramayana with its demons and epic monkey battles
which I love exploring through puppetry.

“Kate is an incredibly gifted instructor. Her
knowledge of Brecht and puppetry is immense. Her
approach is both playful and theoretical. You and
your students will leave full of new perspectives
and ideas.”
Tara Brodin, drama teacher, Zurich International School, Switzerland
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Workshop 1: Brecht to the rescue! Use Brechtian ideas as the building blocks
for your own devising
Brecht’s ideas for montage and contrast are amazing tools for experimenting
with style and structure in your own devising work. Transform a serious scene
by performing it as a musical comedy or a cheesy gameshow, experiment with
playing scenes from radically different perspectives and build shocking stylistic
contrasts into your piece to challenge your audience to look and think anew.
Workshop 2: Ramayana: kings, demons, monkey battles
Recreate the famous Indian epic The Ramayana using only your bodies to
create royal palaces, creepy forests and ten headed demons. Explore the
transformations your body can undergo to create a host of weird and wonderful
roles. By the end of the workshops participants will have explored the Ramayana
story using physical theatre storytelling.
Workshop 3: It’s alive! How to bring life and personality to any object
Students will create puppets from everyday items and explore the essential
techniques necessary for creating anima (puppet life) such as breath, focus and
precision of movement. They will then create 3 person puppets from newspaper
and develop short puppet scenes allowing their puppet to express emotion and
interact with others.
Workshop 4: Directing A-Z
I will talk students through my own process when preparing to direct a play,
from contextual research to playing with design ideas to experiments with style.
Taking a scene from a classic text we will then explore how it could be directed
using a wide range of theatre styles to achieve maximum impact on the chosen
audience.

“I am passionate
about theatre as a
force for personal
and social change.”
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Gary Gardiner
> Cross-curricular projects
> Physical theatre

Workshop 1: Location, location, location
Taking on the role of town planners we will seek to document the cultural
heritage of your local area and its people – their hobbies, history, future
ambitions, land marks and exploring the relationship between the place
where you live and the people who live in it. Not forgetting the most important
question – what do we want to change?
The project will explore these ideas collaboratively and will culminate in a piece
of original physical and visual performance open to your local community.

I

am a performer, director, producer and creative learning practitioner
living in Glasgow, Scotland. I work across a range of local and international
contexts. I am the artistic director of Off the Rails, which pioneers arts
education practice and contemporary performance work. Within my work
in schools, I run a project called 21st Century Challenges, a whole-school crosscurricular project which aims to develop autonomy, creativity and presentation,
communication, critical learning and teamwork skills through response to
challenge-based stimuli.

“I’m an advisor and assessor for the nationally
accredited Arts Award and currently work
as senior tutor and producer at the Royal
Conservatoire of Scotland (RCS) in Glasgow.”

Workshop 2: 100 little pennies
A man enters wearing a suit. He is a millionaire. You might have seen him
recently on The secret millionaire. He has come to work with you because he has
heard that you are the best young people around with a natural entrepreneurial
flair. He wants to make money out of your skills. He is a ruthless businessman
and nobody can stand in his way. But will you …? This cross-curricular project
explores global wealth, poverty, the unfair trade system and Fair Trade through
a process which acts as a catalyst to young people’s engagement with inequality
i.e. the poverty of young people and families across the world. This inequality
becomes a motivating factor allowing pupils to take charge of “making a
difference”. This strategy will be linked with an entrepreneurial approach –
how can we make money in positive ways which give all countries and people
a fair share of their resources? How can these business activities be socially
responsible? And how can they have a positive social affect which goes beyond
making money? This project will bring together key themes resulting in a
cross-curriculum, creative approach to the exploration of culture, equality and
economics.
Workshop 3: Utopia
We received a message from the United Nations: “The world is not working. War
is rife. Famine increases. Our people are still unhappy. You are the last hope.
Create a new country, build it on the ocean, name it, name your people, make a
list of the most important things – your rules, your principles, your ideas, your
county, your Utopia. Now own it!” Project: Utopia is a citizenship and crosscurricular approach to the exploration of culture and prejudice.
Workshop 4: Invert advert
Adverts are a powerful medium for persuasion. Companies make billions of
pounds everyday by persuading you to buy things you don’t need. How do they
do it? And how can you use those skills to tell people about things you believe in
or are passionate about? This project will show you how.
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Matthew Godfrey
>
>
>
>
>
>

Red nose clown
Shakespeare
Improvisation
Stage presence
Text analysis
Audition technique

I

have been working as a professional actor since I was ten years old, starting
on the TV show You can’t do that on television. As I grew up and studied the
craft at the National Theatre School of Canada and the Moscow Art Theatre in
Russia, my acting career expanded into dance, improvisation, dinner theatre,
street performing, main stage, television and film. I firmly believe that the art of
performing can elevate one’s life experience, enhance one’s inner and outer core,
increase self-esteem and expand compassion for, and empathy with, the human
condition. This adventure is my joy, only surpassed by seeing students’ faces as
they explore, discover and create in ways they had never thought of before. Now
located in Los Angeles, I have expanded my career into producing, directing and
postproduction.

“Matthew was a great person to work with and
it was a privilege to be given the opportunity to
work with a man of world class talent. He was
professional throughout and the exercises were fun
and educational.”
Daniel B., Calder High School, United Kingdom - 2011
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Workshop 1: Nose knows - red nose clown
The “littlest mask” is powerful and amazing. Ignite the imagination and sense of
freedom. Explode into hilarity with new comedic discoveries. Create characters
that react to any stimulus, experiencing moments of truth, vulnerability and
comedy that are your inner clown. The outcome dispels self-consciousness
and frees physical and creative blocks. Students leave the workshop with a
new approach to music, sound, objects, the environment and each other while
gaining a strong desire to manipulate the audience to do their bidding.
Workshop 2: Bill unplugged - Shakespeare
Murder, mayhem, betrayal, love and war. Strong themes are deeply rooted in
Shakespeare’s works and the students become captivated by the drama when
it is connected to character, physicality and status. Students are encouraged
to incorporate their life experiences resulting in fresh and unencumbered
discoveries of Shakespeare’s lines, scenes and exercises. “Suit the action
to the word, the word to the action.” (Hamlet) By the end of this workshop
students will be able to personally connect to the larger motives which drive
Shakespeare’s characters and stories while using the Bard’s words to their
fullest.
Workshop 3: Entrances and exits - performance and direction
Movement commands the audience’s attention and all entrances and exits
require some movement one way or another. Make sure each movement within
the play does not detract. Examine physicality, before/after moment completion
and audience sight lines … where YOU are. You can’t disappear, so make
each exit fab. And vice versa. Students are provided with skills to move with
intention; make strong choices for both individual and group movement; and
maximise safety on stage. Acting, directing and tech students will see how these
skills improve the quality of the staging and advance the audience’s belief in,
and enjoyment of, the production as a whole.
Workshop 4: “It’s alive!”
Create life where there was none before. Endowing an object with importance
and projecting personality into the inanimate. Imagination is everything and
something wonderful can be inspired by any “thing”. And, what is that going on
offstage? Participants will discover that the stage is never empty and that they
can use anything to tell a story.
Workshop 5: “You’re gonna be a star kid.” Auditioning for commercials, film and TV
Next! You’re up and you have ten seconds to nail the part before the producers
make a decision. Stars are born in the audition room. Participants will leave
with an understanding of the difference between working in front of a camera
and performing on stage in addition to auditioning for commercials/TV/film.
Participants will learn how to avoid the major on-camera pitfalls, calming
nerves and booking the part.
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Ulrich Gottlieb
>
>
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Merging physical theatre and multimedia/video
Physical theatre basics
Mime techniques
Body/mind training
Working with objects
Developing choreographies

T

rained in mime, physical theatre and taiji quan, I started my theatre
experience with street theatre. I toured around Europe and New Zealand
and finally extended my work onto stage. I performed for the Bavarian
State Theatre in Munich and went on to teach and perform in Vienna in
a school education program, classical music and movement for children. Intense
training in taiji quan and getting in touch with dance theatre led my work towards
physical theatre including contact improvisation, working with objects as coperformers. I moved to South East Asia where I worked for Patravadi Theatre in
Bangkok.

“Now I work as a lecturer in Physical Theatre at
Srinakarinwirot University Bangkok in Thailand.”
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Workshop 1: Be slow to be fast - physical theatre for beautiful cats
In this physical theatre lab we explore different techniques, such as street
theatre and performance art to create a visual impact. Physical theatre starts
with our own body. There is chance, change, risk and fun which bring us to
new exciting experiences. In your body lies the story. An experimental work
in progress with an open frame. By the end of this workshop, students are
able to explore their body as a creative tool for physical expression, finding a
way to write stories with body language, using space, objects, multimedia and
improving social skills for team work beyond the stage.

“I toured around
Europe and New
Zealand and
finally extended
my work onto
stage.”
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Jez Gregg
>
>
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Choreography
Street/breakdance
Capoeira
Improvisation
Contact work

I

have worked in theatre for as long as I can remember, developing from a nineyear old juggler of five balls to a twenty something dancer / choreographer /
street performer / director and a thirty-one year old teacher at the Western
International School of Shanghai in China. Here I am. I first took up dance
at the age of thirteen – woodwork wasn’t my thing. I class myself as a movement
specialist having had the privilege of working with a variety of different groups:
prisoners, toddlers, AIDS-affected communities in Uganda, over-fifties with
mental health problems, professional dancers and individuals who can only
respond through their eyes. All of the groups I have worked with can move.
All have been amazing. I have also worked as movement director at Calderdale
Theatre School, a youth-theatre based in west Yorkshire where I experienced ten
years of pure joy and collaboration.

Workshop 1: It’s like a cattle market - physical theatre
So you need to get in touch with your “animal instincts”? Plant a seed filled with
an animal. Help it to grow by sewing in your imagination, use your body as a
bed. Now you … moo! … baa! … quack! … at one with the inner animal. A lot of
modern practices in theatre are now looking from a greater physical edge from
the performer. By the end of this workshop the student/teacher should leave
with a confidence to add in more physicality to their performance.
Workshop 2: An actor’s first steps - choreography
OK, so let us begin … place your right foot forwards, transfer the weight, then
repeat with the left. Now … jump, turn, spin, roll, slide, balance, twist and then
change the speed, direction, level and timing. An assured workshop to get actors
moving and is versatile in addressing all aspects of theatre. By the end of this
workshop participants will be able to get even the least coordinated of bodies
moving freely. Plus they will have choreographed their own routine.
Workshop 3: Sensory overload - improvisation
Through combining relaxation and a variety of sensory stimuli this workshop
looks to free up the individuals movement. This workshop will generate
original and inspiring choreography that breaks away from the traditional.
Being up on your feet creating is the way forward. By the end of the workshop
participants will have several ways of generating movement from a starting
point organically.
Workshop 4: Learning to fly: the art of falling without hitting the ground
Please fasten your belts, you’ll find your partner’s hands, hips and back come in
handy. Note that the emergency exits are situated on the floor, I hope you have
a pleasant experience during your flight. Please prepare for take-off. Wings are
not necessary. By the end of this workshop attendees will be able to lift or be
lifted in a variety of safe ways. They should also be able to link these lifts into a
movement sequence.

“My most inspirational experience in the past five
years. I was inspired by Jez’s energy and positivity
and your endless encouragement.”
Grade 10 student, Dresden International School, Germany
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Desta Haile
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Vocal technique
Song writing
Theatre of the Oppressed
Storytelling
Devising
Soundscapes

M

y name is Desta Haile and I’m British Eritrean born in Bangkok. I have
lived in Barbados, France, the Ivory Coast, Jordan, England, Belgium,
Brazil and the Philippines. I’m into music, theatre, languages and
culture and how they all relate. I started professional music early on
and have been writing and touring the world, solo and as a backing vocalist, for
about a decade.

“It has been a wonderful journey that has given me
the opportunity to perform from New Zealand to
New York, supporting artists like Andrew Ashong,
Finley Quaye, Baloji, Joe Bataan, Michale Bublé
and Zap Mama, while recording and releasing
original music on CD and vinyl.”
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Workshop 1: Devising with music
Blending music and poetry is a great way to devise and enrich any story, theme
or experience. Workshop participants are exposed to music from all over the
world, a myriad of styles and shown how to build on the feelings inspired. Using
a wide range of music - a cappela, with lyrics, instrumentals, etc - specially
selected according to a theme, participants will collaboratively create their
own poems, movements, scenarios, lines and characters. The outcomes can
vary widely as these simple activities allow so much space for creation. Past
workshops have given rise to movement pieces, dialogues, original music,
poems, tableaux, visuals and all types of fascinating material.
Workshop 2: Theatre of the Oppressed
An intensive mix of games from Boal’s arsenal. Exploring Image Theatre, Forum
Theatre, invisible theatre and the ideologies behind this powerful practice that
is used to change lives in over 70 countries. Participants will be familiar with
Boal and how he endeavours to awaken our senses through games, writing,
stories and movement. They will get to know themselves and each other better
as they sharpen their questioning skills and understand their reactions to their
ever-changing reality. They will realise that their thoughts and actions can have
a far wider impact for social change than they ever knew.
Workshop 3: Getting work as a professional vocalist
Practical and useful, this workshop goes through the less glam side of being
a professional vocalist. Demos, managers, contract, copyright, legal advice,
networking, collaborating - helpful information to navigate the ever-changing,
incredibly challenging music industry. Participants will leave with a better
understanding of the nitty gritty aspects of building an independent music
career and how much they can do for themselves. They will learn things they
can immediately start applying and experimenting with from auditions to
promoting.
Workshop 4: A cappella polyphony
Using some a cappella greats as inspiration - Zap Mama, Bobby McFerrin, Nana
Vasconcelhos - this workshop gets participants creating vibrant sounds and
intricate rhythms. Participants will get a grasp of vocal technique and learn how
to create their own soaring soundscapes.
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Josh Hatt
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Unpacking the drama standard and assessment
Bunraku-inspired found puppetry
Masked theatre
Google Drive in the drama classroom

I

have a confession: I am a drama nerd. I have an unquenchable thirst for
theatrical knowledge and experiences and learn as much as I can from as
many as I can. I’m an international school drama teacher with experience
teaching grades 5-12 (NCAS, IBDP, MYP, Canadian). My focus is world theatre
tradition exploration and curriculum and assessment; go figure. Unpacking
curriculum and articulating standards is almost as exciting to me as learning
a new theatre form. Drama education is my passion because I believe it has the
power to transform the lives of all who come into contact with it.

Workshop 1: Bunraku-inspired found puppetry
This Japanese-inspired style of puppetry requires artists to work in groups of
three or four to control the movements of a single, almost life-sized puppet. In
this workshop, students will work in groups to create their own puppet using
recycled paper and experiment with movement. Students will then devise and
share short scenes with their creations.
Workshop 2: Masked theatre
Explore character, physicality and storytelling through the use of neutral,
Trestle and Commedia masks. In this workshop, participants will develop
character, story and connection with audience. Students will then devise and
share short scenes with their creations.
Workshop 3: Unpacking the drama standard and assessment
Have experience with theatre traditions and a passion for drama but have
no idea how to unpack the drama standards you’ve been hired to teach?
This workshop will take teachers through the process of articulating power
standards, unpacking drama standards and create meaningful, relevant
assessments to better serve your students.
Workshop 4: Google Drive in the drama classroom
You see the value in teaching with a drama journal though you struggle with
getting student buy in? Transform it with a process journal and have students
working with their own devices to create this interactive learning tool. Achieve
student buy-in on day one because they already use the technology. Upload
videos, mark quizzes, store information, share reflections and collaborate with
this free tool that transformed the way I teach drama.

“My focus is world theatre tradition exploration
and curriculum and assessment; go figure.”
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Christopher Hawes
> Commedia dell’Arte and comic mask
> Tragedia dell’Arte
> Shakespeare through Commedia

Workshop 1: Commedia dell’Arte: big, loud, fast, Italian
Through improvisation students study the four fixed types: Zanni (Servants),
Innamorati (Lovers), Il Capitano (The Imposter), Il Vecchio (The Old Man).
Depth of detail and time spent on each character will depend upon our canvas
of time. We build towards improvised performance, where students improvise
around a scenario. Students will understand the stylistic qualities of Commedia,
the historical relevance, the fixed characters and the techniques of mask,
improvisation, direct audience address and the language of the body.
Workshop 2: Tragedia dell’Arte: like Commedia but everyone dies
Students will work through the physical language of the seven deadly sins,
the new characters charged with morality, the interaction of comic/tragic
characters and the art of spectacular death. Students will deepen their
knowledge of the Commedia form, learn to devise through improvisation,
discover an unfamiliar world art form and gain greater insight into performance
interpretations for other tragic repertoire such as Shakespeare and Jacobean
tragedy.

I

trained as actor at the Guildford School of Acting, graduating with the
Principal’s Award for Musical Theatre. Professionally I worked at the Barbican
Centre, Shakespeare’s Globe, the National Theatre, the Watermill Theatre
and with the Old Vic as a practitioner. In 2009 I trained with internationally
renowned Commedia maestro Antonio Fava at his annual school for Commedia
& Comic Acting in Reggio Emilia, Italy. Upon graduation from funny school I
launched my own company Slingshot Theatre (www.slingshot-theatre.com),
creating exciting new comic theatre, inspired by Commedia particularly for
teenage audiences. Our inaugural production was a collaboration with Antonio
Fava and Jean-Luc Grandin. Working with Antonio’s enigmatic “Zanni-skinhead”
mask, we devised The Zanniskinheads and the quest for the holy balls which
premiered in Switzerland in 2010, then toured the United Kingdom in 2011
including a run at the Edinburgh Fringe.

Workshop 3: The funny side of Shakespeare: accessing Shakespeare’s plays
through Italian comedy
We’ll play with language creating “Renaissance rap”, get underneath rich
Shakespearean text, explore the Commedia fixed types and their physical
language, and stage sections of comic plays by the Bard, applying our
Commedia know-how to the great man’s words. It’s a joy for me to bring
together my classical acting training from the United Kingdom and my
European Commedia training into a beautiful synergy in this workshop.

“Working with Christopher is always a joy. He
ensures that whether new to the style or revisiting
the world of Commedia, everyone remains engaged
in his disciplined madness and playful chaos.”
Bridget O’Brien, Gresham’s School, Norfolk, United Kingdom
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Christoffer Høyer
> Composing music for theatre
> Writing specific songs for specific scenes
> Creating sound design for theatre
> Collecting (recording) sounds, producing,
editing the material and turning it into
music/sound design for theatre

Workshop 1: Writing inspiring and captivating song lyrics
A crucial element to a great song is a strong lyric that tells a story with words
packed with as much information and meaning as possible, as vivid and
sensuous as possible. You will learn a lot of tricks on how to find the right words
to achieve this goal.
Workshop 2: How do I get started on writing great lyrics?
A lot of songwriters find that the lyrics of the song is the hardest part to master.
Getting started - setting the ball rolling, so to speak - is often the biggest
threshold to get across. You will learn a few tricks on how to achieve this.
Workshop 3: Songwriting
We will write a song together on the spot about a topic we chose. It will be
an example of instant composing and writing and provide an insight to the
mysterious world of songwriting and composition.

I

am a songwriter, composer, artist, music producer and multi-instrumentalist.
Since 2000 I have made my living working with other songwriters, artists,
producers, film production companies and music publishers all over the
world. I have made a lot of music for film and TV. I also often write, produce,
record, play and arrange music and songs for artists. As a solo artist, my last solo
album was signed to Warner Music and a second album is on the way. I started
playing the guitar at the age of seven. I have always felt that the “real” me was
easier to express through music. So music and songwriting became my passion
and “native tongue” very early on. See more here: www.hoyersongs.com

“I’ve had the great pleasure of working with
Christoffer over the years in many different
capacities and his involvement always makes
things better, more interesting and well... more
musical! I would seriously doubt there is a job in
the field of music that Chris would not excel at.”
Allen Copeland, Creative Director of Pacifica Music Publishing, Los Angeles

Workshop 4: Listen to each other
When you play music or theatre one of the most important qualities to possess
is the ability to listen to the others. As a musician, sometimes it is actually more
important to feel the vibe and understand the story you are about to tell as a
team, than it is required to be a technically highly skilled musician. However,
it requires a lot of psychological energy to really be able to listen. We will go
through some tricks to enhance your ability to open up to the world.

“Chris delivered
quickly and on
time, the music he
composed for the
show was spot on.”
Jonas Larsen, Senior Vice President, Specials & Talent, Comedy Central
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Ian Johnston
>
>
>
>

Devised theatre
Interactive and immersive performance
Stage combat
Actor training

I

am an actor, psychic entertainer, hypnotist, teacher and fight arranger.
I’ve acted in theatre, film, television, opera, cabaret and radio productions.
Currently I am touring my one-man show The Devil Without, a magical reimagining of Marlowe’s Faust and also piloting a unique puppetry commission
working with Stroke Rehab patients in the NHS. I hold an MA in performance
studies from Rose Buford College.
I am primarily interested in combining aspects of contrasting theatrical practice,
working towards what Eugenio Barba calls a small tradition. I like to create unique
moments and to use space in interesting ways. Site-specific and immersive
theatre excites me as does subverting convention and audience expectation.

“Swords? Fists flying? With MS and HS students?
The potential for insanity is great but somehow Ian
pulls it off and after a very short time, students are
working convincingly and seriously. And somehow,
Ian gets the kids to treat every area of theatr ewith
the same respect. He is a magician. And he can
work with my students any time he wants.”
Mike Caemmerer, Ex Head of Performing Arts, American Embassy School New Delhi

Workshop 1: Theatre is dead: long live theatre
An exploration into elements of post-dramatic theatre. How do we ditch the
grand narrative? What is pixelated experience? When we remove the constraints
of plot, character and theatrical conventions such as acts, scenes and the
classical unities, what remains? Performers work towards a new theatre where
you are the action.
Workshop 2: Triumvirate: three ways to devise new work
Taking three very different models of devising from contemporary theatre
companies and practitioners we examine the practice of devising theatre from
a physical, structural and intellectual viewpoint. Students take on the workings
practices of La Spirale, Multi-Story and Odin Teatret looking closely at creating
original work and twists on character and actor training.
Workshop 3: The Bard and the blade
Shakespeare and swordplay: using the best techniques from top fight
choreographers Tony Wolf, Bill Hobbs and Mike Loades, we tackle the Bard’s
best bits in a fun and educational workshop delving into historical
fencing
and practical systems of fight direction that detail how to stage Shakespeare’s
altercations, deadly duels and large-scale melees.
Workshop 4: Your voice and how to find it
A practical workshop on multiple approaches to vocal work covering breathing,
sound production, resonance, rhythm, pitch, pace, posture, pausing and
projection. This workshop gives student actors the confidence through a series
of stepped exercises, to experiment with the full breadth of their vocal talent
and to stretch the range of their “emotional metropolis”. Discoveries and
results are instantly integrated into the actor’s skill-set through developing a
monologue.

“Full of laughter,
play, reflection
and growth.”
Michal J Pasternak, ISTA Honorary Life Member and IB Theatre Principal Examiner
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Shane Jones
>
>
>
>
>

Physical theatre
Dramaturgy
Creating verbatim performance
Directing
Scriptwriting

I

have worked as a freelance director of theatre in Australia, New Zealand, Asia
and Europe for the last twelve years creating new works, rehearsing classic
and contemporary pieces and touring extensively. Initially trained in acting
and physical theatre it did not take long before I realised my love for directing
and teaching theatre, and I’ve never looked back. In 2006 I studied directing at the
National Institute of Dramatic Art in Australia and in 2007 travelled to New York
City to study physical actor training with the SITI Company. In 2012 I was awarded
a Mike Walsh Fellowship to study film directing at New York Film Academy.

“As a director I have directed musicals, oneperson shows, cabaret, naturalistic theatre, short
films, circus, physical theatre and even music
video clips.”
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Workshop 1: Keep it physical
Physical theatre is a dynamic and continually evolving area of contemporary
theatre and often draws from areas as diverse as movement and dance, circus,
acrobatics, mask, mime and martial arts. The focus is on storytelling through
the body with a heightened approach to creating interesting visual and physical
moments on stage. Encouraging students to develop the potential of the body
in theatre will be the focus of this workshop; students will learn new methods
to tell stories concentrating on how the body in space can be used in engaging,
poetic and imaginative ways.
Workshop 2: Where to begin when devising?
Devising or creating theatre is an alternative to the more traditional approach
of scriptwriting when developing a new work. There are many models that can
be applied including improvisation, group brainstorming sessions, short writing
tasks and task based activities. Drawing from director Anne Bogart’s approach
to devising theatre, this workshop will assist students to build their own small
performances. It will provide a simple process and some basic tools to navigate
the sometimes difficult journey of group collaboration.
Workshop 3: Define your idea
Where do you get your inspiration form? How do you shape your impulses
and thoughts creatively? Using an approach to writing and dramaturgy based
on tapping into the subconscious students will learn to connect to what they
are passionate about and to craft these interests into original and dynamic
content. The focus will be on the art of dramatic composition on the page and
the representation of the main elements of drama on the stage. Students will be
able to apply knowledge learnt from this workshop to the creation of their own
work and the work of fellow students in a variety of contexts, including script
work and group devised projects.
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Chloe Keller
> Russian methodologists, dramatic literature
and culture
> Devising movement/circus based
performances
> Laban/Lecoq
> Clowning

A

lways drawn to the physical as a child I studied circus and clowning with
Wavy Gravy. Later, I graduated from the Moscow Art Theatre School
and became a classical actor which was the most humbling of honours.
I continued my training at the Circus Space in London. Eventually I
found my way to directing. Now I write shows for physical theatre which combine
my love of the body and all of its forms and the alchemy of connecting actors and
audiences through my vision.

“I am currently the Director of the Keystone
Performing Arts Centre in Beijing, China.”

Workshop 1: The Russians and how they got that way
The Russian methodologists are the widely misunderstood heavy hitters of
Western traditions. This workshop seeks to illuminate and deconstruct their
methods and dramatic literature, and examine how the changing geopolitical
landscape of Russia changed theatre culture. The work of Stanislavsky,
Meyerhold (Biomechanics), Vakhtangov and Michael and Anton Chekhov will
be explored. Part history lecture, part intense physical workout and part
imaginative sculpting.
Workshop 2: Playwright of the body: devising a physical theatre show
Writing a show from scratch can be daunting to the uninitiated but with this
simple method students can take any theme or concept and learn how to build a
physical narrative from concept to completion.
Workshop 3: Laban, Lecoq and the Keller archetypes
Rudolf Laban and Jacques Lecoq have contributed enormously useful
approaches to using the human body on stage. Learn how to use these
techniques and approaches to deepen scene work. Then, using the eight effort
actions as a framework, students will be learn to create eight personality
archetypes to build character. Finding your character’s body and inner rhythm
has never been easier.
Workshop 4: Embracing the inner idiot: finding your serious clown
Clowning can be quite threatening to those of us who consider ourselves to be
serious actors but through the process of finding your inner clown, your “real”
acting can be enriched. Following The Clown Manifesto students will: develop
a character, learn the art of slapstick, fall down, get back up, learn about cause,
effect and chain reactions, and build a scene.

“I studied circus
and clowning with
Wavy Gravy.”
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Fenella Kelly
>
>
>
>

Kathakali dance theatre
Exploring the work of theorist Peter Brook
Working with Laban technique
Devising

I

am a drama specialist, dancer, teacher, teacher trainer, principal examiner
for the IB, director, choreographer and performer, and studied Drama
and Theatre in Education for my undergraduate and master’s degrees.
I have worked in Istanbul, Sao Paulo, Cairo, Mumbai and Portugal. Now I
am a freelance artist based in the United Kingdom. I have been in theatre and
contemporary dance companies and jazz bands across the world. Since 2008
I have been learning and teaching Kathakali dance theatre. I initiated theatre
programmes in many schools in Turkey and remote parts of Ethiopia and India.
I have worked for ISTA since 1999, being on the board of trustees for six. I have
hosted many festivals and worked at ISTA festivals, TaPS and AiRs in every
capacity.

“Fenella projects a positive and calm energy which
influences us beneficially as students. I found her
really helpful, patient and generous with her tips
throughout the classes. I hope to be part of her
master classes again and spend more time under
her tutelage.”

Workshop 1: Kathakali dance theatre
This workshop covers the history and context of the Kathakali dance theatre
tradition, body training and the key conventions. Conventions explored include:
the hastamudras (hand gestures), the navarasas (facial expressions), talas
(rhythms) and kalashams (dance steps). In longer residences students learn how
to apply performance conventions to a moment of theatre. Moments are taken
from the Mahabharata Ramayana and other sources.
Workshop 2: Exploring the work of theorist Peter Brook
Working with the main elements of Peter Brook’s theory, students will embark
on a journey into unknown territory “heading towards an exploration that
neither actor nor audience has discovered yet.” (Between Two Silences: Talking
with Peter Brook, Moffitt page xiii) This practical immersion teaches students
how to apply their understandings of a theorist to performance of original or
scripted work when exploring movement, sound, image, the spoken word and
text.
Workshop 3: Working with Laban technique
“Human movement, with all its physical, emotional and mental implications,
is the common denominator of the dynamic art of the theatre.” (The Mastery
of Movement, Laban, page7) This workshop explores Laban’s language of
movement. During a process of training students will explore the potential
of their own bodies as they: occupy and move through space; work with time,
weight and flow; relate to objects and others, and experiment with action,
vision, spell and passion drives.
Workshop 3: Playing and devising theatre
This workshop focuses on creating original theatre: how do you go about
devising? Start with movement and layer on the meaning and context later (like
Frantic Assembly)? Explore the things that you don’t understand or are hopeless
at (like Complicite)? Or do you have a written and methodical approach? This
workshop will expose you to what some companies do (including Teatro dos
Menestreis, Brazil) and allow you to play and create.

Raiya Basalamah, School of the Arts, Singapore
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Claudia Kennedy
> Contemporary dance/dance theatre/
choreography
> Mask and movement
> Adapting Shakespeare with young
audiences
> Cross-curricular drama and dance/IB
MYP and DP

I

have taught dance and drama to tots, teens and adults, directed countless
plays and musicals, and created devised productions in theatre and
dance with young people and with adults. I am also an in-school trainer,
workshop leader and school consultant for the International Baccalaureate
Organization (MYP) and an IB Diploma examiner. I have had great fun working
in schools where there wasn’t a drama or dance programme until I got there and
started one: working with few resources and materials, in found spaces and open
air, creating something where before there was nothing.

“Working with Claudia Kennedy as an Artistin-Residence is an inspirational experience.
Her collaborative instincts and profound
understanding of the nature of theatre as an
educational medium for the 21st century make
her a teaching artist who constantly challenges
students and teachers alike honing their skills,
challenging their perspectives and deepening their
knowledge of the playful discipline of theatre.”
Mike Pasternak, Independent Theatre-in-International Education Consultant, RSA, IB and ISTA.
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Workshop 1: Dance theatre choreography and contemporary dance
The vocabulary of dance: how to develop interesting movement material for
example from everyday movements and shape them into a structured dance
piece or dance theatre piece.
Workshop 2: Who’s behind the mask?
Explore physical techniques and develop skills in mask-acting. Discover how
the mask can unleash your imagination. Learn about the role of mask in theatre
and everyday life, and experience the power of the mask to transform.
Workshop 3: Vocalise it
The art of using your voice expressively and breath as the connection between
voice and movement. Vocal warm up and training exercises, exploring the range
and individuality of our voices creating voice and movement pieces together.
Workshop 4: Magnificent monologues
The art of enlivening a monologue: finding the storyline, playing with the
musicality of the language and exploring the key changes. Tips, tricks and
techniques to enrich your delivery.

“I have had great
fun working in
schools where
there wasn’t a
drama or dance
programme.”
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William Kerley
>
>
>
>

Directing theatre and opera
Directing film
Shakespeare
Devising

I

’m a freelance director of theatre and opera, and my first feature film The Mad
Axeman has its cinema release in June 2017. I’ve directed plays and operas
all around the world, old classics and new works, making productions in all
sorts of contexts from grand opera houses to tiny village halls. Places I’ve
worked include the National Theatre, RSC, Glyndebourne, ROH Covent Garden,
Opera Philadelphia and the NCPA in Beijing. I believe that making good theatre
is about finding the right balance of spontaneity and discipline – serious play!
When I’m working, whether on classic texts or new/devised ones, my approach is
always this: energy first – analysis later!

“William Kerley’s staging of The Rake’s Progess,
in William Fricker’s spare, atmospheric sets and
contemporary costumes… was one of the best
I have seen anywhere… Kerley staged the fable
brilliantly.”
Hugh Canning, opera critic, Opera Magazine/The Times
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Workshop 1: Creative energy – fake it if you don’t feel it
We humans are hard-wired to look for stories everywhere we go. This highenergy devising workshop will show how easy it is to make dramatic material
from scratch and how to create characters and narrative fast and furiously and without letting the critic into the rehearsal room.
Workshop 2: The play’s the thing
Shakespeare may have been a literary genius but he was, first and foremost,
a practical man of the theatre. This dynamic workshop shows how we can
immediately speak and perform his rich text: by letting energy come first and
analysis come later.
Workshop 3: Directing
If directing is a craft, nobody will do it just like you. If it’s a craft, then we
each have our own toolbox of techniques to tackle the work. How do I keep my
directorial tools sharp? How can we create the right energy in a rehearsal room
which will enable actors to do their best work? This workshop focuses on how
to capture that combustible blend of spontaneity and discipline which is at the
heart of all good directing.
Workshop 4: There is no right answer: just the right energy
Performing/teaching are individual crafts: nobody does them just like you. How
to keep my tools sharp? How can I maximise the chances that today’s rehearsal
will go well? How can I police the inner-critic who sabotages my self-belief and
creativity? This workshop focuses on how to capture that combustible blend of
spontaneity/discipline at the heart of all good artistic leadership.

“I’ve directed
plays and operas
all around the
world...”
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Debra Kidd
> Political theatre
> Concept driven learning
> Mantle of the Expert and dramatic inquiry

I

have worked in education for 21 years with all year groups of learners from
nursery to higher education. For many of those years, I was a high school
drama teacher but have used drama to engage children and teachers of
all ages and subjects with learning. I have a doctorate in Education, have
published two books about education and am currently writing the third about
the importance of participatory arts to humanity, life and the universe. I am an
Associate of the Royal Society of Arts and a very, very proud artist of ISTA.

“I couldn’t recommend Debbie highly enough. She
really delves into the heart of a school and has
an enthusiastic passion for building a creative
curriculum that works for each teacher or year
group team. She leads by example and actively
carries out ideas in the classroom to enthuse the
children with a thirst for investigation.”
Emma Pearson, MFL Co-ordinator and Year 5 teacher, Crosland Moor Junior School
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Workshop 1: Politics and other dirty words
This workshop links political theatre, drawing on Brecht and Boal in particular,
and links the process of engaging politically with the Theory of Knowledge.
Designed to help create connections to ToK as required in the new IB spec, it
takes students through a practical exploration of Brecht and Boal’s techniques
and links these to what we know about cognitive and neuroscience. Suitable for
high school.
Workshop 2: Concept driven learning
At the heart of any deep learning process is conceptual thinking. It sits at the
heart of the PYP and MYP programmes of the IB but is also central to contextual
understanding across the arts, humanities and sciences. The workshop takes
the children through a process of taking a stimulus, identifying its central
concepts and exploring a range of dilemmas through the medium of drama. It is
a cross curricular workshop and draws together key strands of global thinking,
diplomacy, problem solving and narrative. And there may be a monster or two
to be slain along the way. Suitable for middle and elementary school.
Workshop 3: Mantle of the Expert
Mantle of the Expert was a dramatic pedagogy designed by Dorothy Heathcote
to allow children to engage with knowledge at a deeper “real world” level. It
allows a teacher to show children how knowledge works at a professional level
as they take on a commission. The children, in role, form a responsible team
with a problem to solve on behalf of a client. In doing so, they take on what
Dorothy described as “the element of grace” – an ethical position in which
they try to do the right thing in spite of a number of curve balls coming their
way. In mantle, children heighten their language, engage on a deep level with
knowledge and they consider difficulties faced by others – in the words of the IB
- “recognising that others, with their differences, can also be right”. Suitable for
middle and elementary school.

“I have a doctorate
in Education.”
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Tim Licata
> Physical comedy and slapstick
> Feldenkrais Method of Awareness Through
Movement
> Theatre clowning: Lecoq “personal clown”
> Physical theatre ensemble work

I

am an actor and artistic director of Plutôt la Vie, a touring theatre company
that creates imaginative, physically and visually driven theatre. I trained with
Philippe Gaulier and Monika Pagneux in Paris and have a strong interest in
movement theatre and an expressive use of the body. I teach clown, bouffon,
improvisation and movement to professional, student and community groups and
am a part time lecturer in Movement in Performance at The Royal Conservatoire
of Scotland. I love working with text and using physical techniques as starting
points for actors to find new ways of bringing words to life.

“Licata’s clowning craft is extraordinary;
a testament to his training in Paris with Philippe
Gaulier from the famous Lecoq Physical Theatre
School...”
Reviewer, Edinburgh Guide 2014
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Workshop 1: Slapstick: The gentle art of breaking your face
Rather than stupid comedy, good slapstick involves a precise dance of
circumstance, motivation, physicality and timing. This workshop is for actors to
increase their physical performing skills, knowledge of how “slapstick” works,
clarity, comic timing and reactions. We will explore movement principles of
slapstick, learning to fall safely, trips, slaps, pratfalls, the “set up”, comic timing
and sequencing moves in a routine.
Workshop 2: Introduction to clowning
An introduction to theatre clowning for participants who have no experience
of theatre clowning as developed by Jacques Lecoq, Pierre Byland and Philippe
Gaulier. Clowning is a beautiful “creative state” of being open, curious, relaxed
and playful. We will create a generous, safe and supportive environment in
which to release your creativity, naiveté and simplicity while introducing
theatre clowning.
Workshop 3: Movement in performance: The Feldenkrais Method of
Awareness Through Movement
An introduction to the Feldenkrais Method of Awareness Through Movement.
The workshop will explores developing a strong awareness of how your body
is organised for movement and how to develop effortlessness in movement in
performance and in life. The principles of the FM have profoundly influenced
both my own work as an actor, director and teacher.

“I teach clown,
bouffon,
improvisation and
movement.”
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Emma Lucia
> Classical text analysis
> Theoretical approaches to directing and
theatre making
> Devising
> Theatre – the collaborative art form

I

am a theatre director and producer who has worked predominantly for
Theatr Clwyd, the largest producing house in Wales. Recent directing credits
include: A Midsummer Night’s Dream (Shakespeare), A History of Falling
Things ( James Graham), Arms and the Man (Bernard Shaw), Copenhagen
(Michael Frayn), God of Carnage (Yasmina Reza), Ghosts and A Doll’s House
(Ibsen). I have worked extensively with young people – highlights include directing
a world premiere of a David Mamet play at the National Theatre as part of the
New Connections Scheme and collaborating internationally with teachers and
students of IGCSE, A level and IB Drama on text analysis, production history and
the devising process.

“Emma Lucia’s powerful and, at its climax,
devastating production of Ghosts is one I found
revelatory. What it revealed to me was exactly why
its first criticisms, in England at least, were so
vitriolic… It’s a production, including rain, fire
and a livid sunrise, that shows us an involving, raw
and still modern play of great power.”
Victor Hallett, theatre reviewer, The Stage about Ghosts
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Workshop 1: Text detectives
How do directors and actors analyse classical text in rehearsal? A key text will
be scrutinised for clues to reveal character motives and hidden meaning.
Workshop 2: Devising starts with PPP
Pupils will be given three inspirational launch pads to create their own short
piece of drama – a painting, a prop and a poem. What would you do with “The
Scream”, a teapot and “The Listeners”?
Workshop 3: Scandalous Ibsen
An exploration of “the father of modern drama” through two of his key works:
A Doll’s House and Ghosts. This is an opportunity to focus on a directorial
perspective examining text, translation, design and performance.
Workshop 4: Russian influences beyond Stanislavski
How to train and prepare actors according to the techniques and philosophy of
the great Russian actor, director and teacher Michael Chekhov.

“In Emma Lucia’s
beautifullypaced production,
events unfold
with absolute
inevitability which
never becomes
ponderous.”
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Marco Luly
> Commedia dell’Arte/Action Theatre
> Lectures/performances on Commedia
dell’Arte
> Masks – body language
> Directing theatre performances with
students

Workshop 2: Lectures/performances on Commedia dell’Arte
I give a demonstration, presenting my solo show where I introduce the audience
to all the main characters of Commedia.
Workshop 3: Masks – body language
An introductory workshop on the use of masks and body language, about the
non-verbal (physical expression) and the paraverbal (what goes together with
the language but isn’t said with words) communication.

I

n 1990 I founded Luoghi dell’Arte in Rome, specialised in workshops and
productions of Commedia dell’Arte and Medieval theatre plays. Over the
years I have won acclaim for rediscovering Medieval and Renaissance period
manuscripts and adapting them into a modern style. Since 1993 I have led my
group on annual tours to Asia, to Europe, to Morocco and to the United States,
at the invitation of the embassies of Italy, the Italian Institutes of Culture, the
drama departments of universities and international schools, and to take part in
international festivals and theatre events.

“I have seen the students really grow in
understanding and physical control and the
younger students will never forget the experience
of working with and watching a master perform. I
and all the other drama teachers have learnt heaps
about the form of Commedia, mask and also how
to work with a group of teenage modern children techniques that will help them in all kinds of ways
in life later on regardless of whether they stay near
the world of theatre or not.”
Dr. Jo Riley, Head of Arts, Munich International School
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Workshop 1: Commedia dell’ Arte/Action Theatre
This workshop covers techniques used and developed in Commedia: mask,
stock characters, physical theatre, improvisation. The objective of the workshop
is to develop acting skills and to train students/actors as well as improving self
awareness and participation in group work. As this form of theatre uses a great
deal of movement and mime, language is not an important factor, making this
ideal for students who come from different cultural backgrounds.

Workshop 4: Directing theatre performances with students
I can direct theatre performance with the students. Unless schools have their
own preferences, the shows I propose are my adaptations of the following plays:
The Servant of Two Masters (Goldoni), Doctor Harlequin or The Imaginary Autopsy
(from a Commedia dell’ Arte scenario), The Comedy of Errors (Shakespeare)
or Commedia dell’ Arte Galore (a collection of scenes, some taken from the
tradition, some devised with the students).

“How fortunate
these children
are to have been
exposed to your
teaching and you!”
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Matt Lynch
> Physical theatre Lecoq style
> Neutral mask as a training device for young
actors
> Political theatre Brecht style
> Youth theatre and devising theatre

I

am a third culture kid. Born of an Irish father and an American mother, I
grew up in France but now live in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. I fell in
love with theatre in the streets of Penang, Malaysia, where I worked with
a youth theatre company called Teater Muda. There I witnessed first-hand
the power of theatre to transform, uplift and bring together people from many
and divergent backgrounds. As Martin Esslin, I believe that theatre is a “form of
philosophising not in the abstract but in concrete terms”, a fun way to explore
together our human(e) condition.

“Matt is a very inspiring director who can really
see what the potential of an actor is and knows
how to bring him/her to achieve this potential,
even over their boundaries both psychological and
physical.”
Adva Tas, Founder of Opera Armida, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
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Workshop 1:The Way of the Mask: Explore the rhythms of your imagination
and discover the amazing world of the neutral mask
Tired of the mundane, the “shoulds” and the shallow on stage? Feel the need
to re-centre and focus on the essential, the simple? Discover the way of the
neutral mask. Designed by Jacques Lecoq, the neutral mask teaches simplicity,
curiosity and the joy of the present moment. In this workshop, students will
learn to work with the neutral mask, drop into its archetypical body and explore
a state of tranquillity in movement.
Workshop 2: When the penny drops: learn La Gamme and explore the
musical Scale of Reactions hidden within each and every scene
Whilst there are no rules in theatre, scenes do have within them a certain
rhythm, a musical tempo, that if understood can help theatre-makers build
the dramatic tension of the scene. In this workshop, students will explore
the dynamics of scene construction and learn La Gamme, a simple scale of
reactions designed by Jacques Charpentreau to help actors understand the
rhythms of tension.
Workshop 3: From mind into body: seven levels of tension and basic physical
character work
Do you sometimes get stuck in the mind of your character and forget to drop
into its body and have fun on stage? If so, it may be time for you to explore
different ways to develop character, more physical and less mental. In this
workshop, students will explore the beauty and wonders of developing
character from the body up.
Workshop 4: Brecht’ify a media myth: the power of visual narratives and the
importance of media literacy
In this workshop, students will explore the power of theatre in contemporary
society. They will learn to appreciate theatre’s potential for provoking critical
thinking and even possibly social transformation. Students will investigate the
hidden undertows of visual narratives presented in the media and attempt to
re-take control of their own self-imaging. To do so, they will explore the power
of the theatre practitioner Bertold Brecht and the non-naturalistic theatre
conventions of Epic theatre.
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Mhairi MacInnes
>
>
>
>

Developing vocal and physical confidence
Creativity across the curriculum
Weaving songs into story, story into songs
Creating choral music and movement

T

rained as an orchestral flautist and composer, I currently practice Celtic
harp and compose folk fusion music in Vienna. I am living more with less,
studying to become a Feldenkrais practitioner after 28 years working as
a school teacher and performer in music and theatre. ISTA has inspired
my work for decades and given me artistic opportunities that challenge and
delight in equal measure. With great joy, I share this inspiration and confidence
with young people, providing playful environments to unlock their extraordinary
creativity. My dream to build a rural village arts school in India is coming true
this year.

“The passion, expertise, laser sharp focus
and depth of practical knowledge that Mhairi
demonstrates at her workshops is beyond compare.
Her vibrant, energetic workshops generated vivid,
practical learning outcomes from the students.”
Borys Maciburko, Drama, Theatre and TOK Teacher, Prem Tinsulanonda
International School
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Workshop 1: Embraceable you
“When you learn how to learn, you will realise that there are no teachers, that
there are only people learning and people learning how to facilitate learning.”
Moshe Feldenkrais
What are the conditions under which your nervous system learns best? Inspired
by the practices of Kristin Linklater and Moshe Feldenkrais this workshop leads
you in an exploration of sound and movement to discover a new range of vocal
production and increased possibilities for movement.
Workshop 2: Creative confusion
Lost in a city? Do you Google map immediately… or embrace not knowing
exactly where you are, looking more closely at possible directions, exploring
interesting looking alleys, discovering unexpected delights, discovering entirely
new perspectives? Easy way outs are always available in the creative process.
The unmapped alternatives take time and can result in multiple dead-ends.
Discover more about how to embrace getting lost, entertain novelty and engage
with others.
Workshop 3: Devise ≠ decide
Under time pressure to deliver a product, devising dilutes down into a series of
quick decisions. The most creative ideas are not the first dozen. If you want your
work to contain magical moments that wow your audience, learn to play and
discard that first “best” idea. Dream up, fabricate, compose, formulate, frame,
invent, evolve and develop your devising skill starting with An Empty Space
(Peter Brook).

“ISTA has
inspired my work
for decades and
given me artistic
opportunities.”
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Odette MacKenzie
> Physical theatre
> Storytelling methods
> Practitioners - Grotowski, Peter Brook,
Artaud
> Voice and song

I

have lived on three continents, studied theatre at Melbourne University and
busked my way to Europe and back. Most recent professional gigs were at
The Adelaide Cabaret Festival performing in both La Bohème and The Piano
Bar. I am currently working as a recording artist and writer. I have been
fortunate enough to have toured extensively as a performer. In 2011 I toured the
United Kingdom with Redfoot’s production of Batavia. In 2014 and 2015 I toured
Australia, Asia and Europe with BYTE’s (Backyard Theatre Ensemble’s) production
of Nightduty. A wonderful, first-hand experience of the power of devising and the
ensemble.

“Odette is an outstanding artist. Her narrative
singing is hauntingly beautiful.”
Chris Salisbury, Artistic Director, Westcountry Storytelling Festival
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Workshop 1: Body talk
This workshop focuses on the building of characters through the instrument
of the body. Using techniques used by practitioners like Grotowski and Artaud
students will explore the idiosyncrasies of their movements to not only assist
in the development of character but also give insight into their own modes of
operation as an individual.
Workshop 2: I heard, she heard, that he heard… oooh!
This workshop focusses on the theme of Chinese whispers. Student have an
opportunity to explore how stories are interpreted differently by different ears.
Exploring the voice, the workshop uses the music that we create as humans to
evoke suspense, drama, fear, alertness - focusing on how the telling of a story is
a multi-sensory experience.
Workshop 3: Move
This workshop focuses on the effect of music on the body. The students explore
their instincts to move to different music. But what happens when the music is
taken away? Is an authentic performance of the same movement still possible why and how?

“I have been
fortunate enough
to have toured
extensively as a
performer.”
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Avital Manor Peleg
> Mask work and physical theatre
> Community project: medical clowning and
site-specific theatre in the hospital
> Gibberish and non-verbal theatre of objects

I

sraeli-born with international education and work experience, I specialise
in physical theatre, masks and medical clowning as a creator, researcher
and acting instructor. Recently I moved with my family to the United States
where I began a new post as the cultural attaché of the Israeli Consulate to
New England in Boston. My last position in Israel was as director of the Israeli
Puppet School where I constructed a new academic programme. I hold an MA
with honours in Theatre Studies from Tel Aviv University and completed further
studies in London and Hong Kong.

“I have been a proud member of the ISTA artist
pool for the past ten years and find inspiration
in this unique, cosmopolitan, professional
community.”
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Workshop 1: Losing yourself, finding an identity
A custom-tailored one-off or series of workshops that allows for intensive
exploration of masks and physical movement at the introductory and more
advanced levels. Together we can define the kind of mask-work and skills we
want to build, including finding, developing and creating meaningful masks.
With a pre-defined set of objectives, students and teachers alike will come away
with insight and practical knowledge of the discipline and skills that underlie
the use of masks in theatre. These can be applied to different curricular or
team-building goals or lay the groundwork for a greater performance-oriented
project.
Workshop 2: Wow, it’s a @%$&* - gibberish/non-verbal theatre of objects
The participants will be asked to bring a toy or object with a manual or
automatic mechanism that makes it dynamic for a few seconds (even a remote
control toy will be welcomed). Then we will explore the techniques of nonverbal theatre focusing on the magical life of objects and their power to help
structure improvisation. By the end of the workshop participants will be able
to comfortably use gibberish and objects as a bridge and a tool for building a
spontaneous interaction.
Workshop 3: Knock, knock, knock - may I come in? Acting with a red nose
In this workshop we will experience and learn about the philosophy of medical
clowning while implementing it into the special technique of acting with a
red nose. Starting in the classroom, this workshop can culminate in a hospital
experience. By the end of this workshop participants will be able to translate
the ideas of medical clowning into practice of the first step: request permission
from a hospitalized child to enter the room.
Workshop 4: The hospital as a site-specific theatre
We will analyse the hospital with its unique environment and setting as a
theatre venue. This will allow us to mould and shape the surrounding elements
of the hospital into dramatic action and interaction. By the end of this workshop
participant will be able to translate the idea of site-specific theatre at the
hospital into practice. They will create a scene in the hospital space.
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Joachim Matschoss
>
>
>
>

Creating original work
Practical exploration of European theatre
Writing for performance
Devising

Workshop 1: Frantic stillness - noisy silence
“Something is only as loud as the silence on either side.” ( John Cage) This
workshop explores the importance of the non-verbal in theatre. Examples of
text from writers like Pinter and Beckett are only the frame for the silences, the
pauses and the stillness.
Workshop 2: Where do words go when we have said them?
Using examples from writers such as Shakespeare, Dylan Thomas, Louis de
Bernieres and others, all well as poetry, this workshop looks at ways of making
the lyrical, the poetic “work” in the performance space.
Workshop 3: From a thought to a piece of theatre
Using an existing example as a blueprint (involving script development, site
specific aspects, song/lyrics and composition and puppetry) the workshop
examines criteria for creating a performance piece from scratch.

I

was born in Germany and now live in Melbourne, Australia. I am a playwright,
poet and theatre-maker. I run my own Theatre Company Backyard Theatre
Ensemble (BYTE) which presents diverse pieces of theatre all across
Melbourne, nationally and internationally. I am fascinated by creating work
from scratch, starting with a thought, an image or a piece of music. I am interested
in seeing this piece of theatre grow into something raw, something with cracks
and something that is challenging both the performer and the audience member.
For more information go to www.byteensemble.com

““I took my students to an international theatre
conference where Joachim was an ensemble leader.
The ensemble work he did with my students was
innovative and exciting. I was then privileged to
take students of mine to see some of the pieces he
created with BYTE and found the work innovative
and unlike other work being done in Australia.”
Mark Eckersley, Lecturer, Higher College Oman
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Workshop 4: Brecht for beginners and others
Using techniques of the Berliner Ensemble this workshop will get closer to
Brecht and his thinking.

“I thoroughly
recommend
Joachim, his
expertise and the
exciting work he
has done with
BYTE.”
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Jubilith Moore

Workshop 1: Kyogen Kotoba or why do they talk like that?
In 2001 Kyogen was designated by UNESCO as a “masterpiece of the oral and intangible heritage
of humanity.” A dialogue-based theatrical art form which expresses natural human emotions and
emphasises “comedy”, Kyogen requires a high level of vocal control. Speaking, story-telling and

> Musical theatre performance
> Kyogen and Noh staging and choreography
for the theatre
> Creating musical theatre

singing are three distinct vocal disciplines which participants will experience and appreciate how
and why “they talk like that”.
Workshop 2: Meet the master of the house!
Kyogen, with its stock characters, stylized vocal and movement gestures is the 600 year-old
Japanese theatre that serves as a comedic counterpart to Noh. Working with an “outside in”
approach, participants will actively build some of Kyogen’s favourite characters, e.g. rascally
servant, pompous priest, angry wife, while discovering the significance of body composition on
character and the subtlety and power of kamae or neutral stance.
Workshop 3: Let’s sing and dance - in Japanese
Song (utai/uta) and dance (shimai/komai) are delightful ways to experience the meticulous body

I

am a performer, director, writer, teaching artist and producer for the
theatre and have devoted my professional life to exploring the ongoing life
of traditional Japanese and contemporary American theatre. I have studied
Noh with Richard Emmert, Akira Matsui, Shiro Nomura and Kinue Oshima
and Kyogen with Yukio Ishida and Yuriko Doi. I am a Founding Company Member
of Theatre Nohgaku and I was Theatre of Yugen’s Artistic Director from 2001 to
2014. I have received a Japan Foundation Fellowship, TBA’s CA$H award as well as
TCG’s Future Collaborations and Leadership University grants.

“Jubilith is one of the most giving, insightful and
fun instructors with whom I’ve had the pleasure of
working – and I ain’t just sayin’ that to say it - she
rocks.”
Sofia Amad, Freelance Actor, San Francisco Bay Area
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articulation, concentration and focus that traditional Noh and Kyogen demand. Participants
will explore and discover the underlying theatrical principles that make Noh and Kyogen such
powerful stage craft. A workshop can be dedicated soley to Noh or Kyogen or both.

“Exploring the
ongoing life
of traditional
Japanese and
contemporary
American theatre.”
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Georgia Munnion
>
>
>
>

Physical theatre
Commedia dell’arte and clowning
Object Theatre and Object Puppetry
Devising

I

work as an Education Programme Developer for the Royal Shakespeare
Company, creating exciting education work for young people of all ages around
the productions, engaging with the local community and collaborating with
actors and creatives. Alongside this role, I also work as a freelance theatre
practitioner and director. Delivering theatre workshops to street children in
Nepal, engaging community groups including refugees and asylum seekers in
theatre workshops and co-directing my own theatre company, are memorable
experiences which have ignited my artistic passion for working with people of all
ages to make theatre that unites, uplifts and inspires.

“Georgia is a perfectionist and an incredibly hard
worker who is popular with young people and staff
alike. She is capable of working with any age group
and can design and devise exciting workshops and
projects. She is versatile and can run workshops
on diverse subject matters from Shakespeare to
physical theatre.”
Dani Parr, Director of Participation, Almeida Theatre
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Workshop 1: Contact
Using techniques of balance, support and body contact in physical theatre,
participants will explore ways in which they can build physical relationships in
the space. This workshop will be very practical and will introduce participants
to ways in which they can safely lift and support one another, using the
practices of a number of European theatre practitioners and theatre companies
as influence.
Workshop 2: The playful art of comedy
Using techniques derived from popular forms of comedy theatre such as
Commedia dell’arte, mime, pantomime and clowning participants will put their
improvisation skills to the test in order to create unusual characters, weird and
wonderful scenarios and situations, and completely bonkers narratives.
Workshop 3: Bring it to life
Through an exploration of object manipulation and puppetry, participants
will discover ways in which inanimate objects can be used to tell stories, build
characters and create interesting theatrical moments. This workshop will
involve vocal work, movement, improvisation and - most importantly - the use
of the imagination.
Workshop : Unusual starting points
In this workshop participants will be introduced to interesting and unusual
starting points for devising and explore the development of these into clear,
structured narratives.

“She is intelligent,
self-motivated,
incredibly
organised and
passionate.”
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Laurie Neall
> Movements of capoeira angola
> Percussion
> Oral history of the Brazilian slave trade
and Afro-Brazilian folklore

Workshop 1: The dance-fight-game
An introduction to the movement, songs and rhythms of capoeira; a fighting art
born from separation that now unites people from all backgrounds.
Workshop 2: The circle
An exploration of space and safety. Where we make the rules to create the space
we need to create and grow.
Workshop 3: Anything goes
A look at how teaching multiple modalities concurrently offers each participant
a chance to shine. Using traditional capoeira to give each participant
responsibility.

I

play capoeira because it makes my life technicolour. To teach and perform
capoeira is a responsibility: as a teacher to keep this art alive and as a human
to share what brings joy, beauty and creativity to life. As a sports therapist
I teach movement to improve strength, mobility, physical and emotional
health so people can truly express themselves and explore their dreams and
goals, and take every opportunity that comes their way. For me, if movement is
life, then creative expression is the air we breathe.

“Laurie’s work is thoughtful, deliberate and
altogether uplifting, with a serious workout thrown
in for good measure.”
Dr. Hannah Smith, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Sociology, James Madison
University
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“For me, if
movement is life,
then creative
expression is the
air we breathe.”
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Hannah Northcott
> Physical theatre
> Theatrical biomechanics
> Drama yoga
> Mindfulness
> Drama in the curriculum: PBL, L21
and personalised learning

A

t the Great Wall of China, I flowed through a series of sun salutations to
the tune of Christina Aguilera’s Beautiful. A strong believer in the power
of thoughts and the necessity of movement, I also sip herbal tea while
nerding on biomechanics. I’m a chronically curious movement learner,
drama educator, actor, director, yoga instructor and podcast junkie. I have studied
and performed in Manila, Kuala Lumpur, Vancouver and New York. In Beijing, I
co-created the first drama yoga festival and hosted several Journey to Wellness
retreats. From being an ensemble leader in ISTA and in APAC theatre and dance
festivals to initiating the middle school drama programme at the International
School of Beijing, I continue to uncover the hidden jewels buried in young people
through the modalities of drama and yoga.

“Before I was alright with me but you have made
me take pride in who I am because I am enough.”
Jessica Chavez, drama and yoga student, International School of Beijing

Workshop 1: Equilibrium: physical theatre and acro yoga
Participants play, stretch and fly in this dynamic workshop that fuses together
elements of physical Theatre with acro yoga. We will explore group and partner
poses that cultivate trust, create empathy and build community.
Workshop 2: Superheroes unite
Tap into your inner superhero. This physical theatre and foundational yoga
workshop utilises superheroes to inspire and to learn the balance between
stillness and energy. Students flow through superhero poses and play dramatic
games that embrace the 21st century skills of communication and collaboration.
Workshop 3: Find your inner warrior
This drama yoga workshop combines elements of physical and theatrical
biomechanics to explore the magical world of the warrior. Participants
will develop collaborative empathy and a heightened sense of kinaesthetic
awareness through fun yoga flows and drama exercises inspired by Meyerhold’s
theatrical biomechanics. No yoga experience necessary.
Workshop 4: Show in a box
Looking for ideas for your next production? This workshop will break down a
production process for anyone – whether student or teacher - who wants to
produce and direct a theatrical show for the community. Participants will gain
planning tools and resources to stage either their first show or to elevate their
school production into a smash hit.

“Hannah’s gift
is drawing out
the best in her
students.”
Dr. Jon Hill, Middle School Principal, International School of Beijing
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Julie Pasqual
> Creating physical theatre
> Adapting folktales and personal narrative
into performance pieces
> Choreographing movement/dance pieces
> Teaching clown and physical comedy

Workshop 1: Behind the red nose
Being a clown is more than slapping on a red nose - it’s about diving into play
like your life depended on it. This workshop will focus on looking at classic
clown bits as a structure and exploring ways each performer can leave their
own stamp on them.
Workshop 2: Shape it up
Everyday, everyone, everywhere tells stories - but not all of them translate into
a theatrical piece. In this workshop we’ll look at how to transform a story from
something that “sort of happened to me” to a performance piece using not just
words but the body, sound, and object manipulation.
Workshop 3: Use what you got
If you don’t have a pretty set, or a gorgeous location for your show, what can you
use – yourself. Bodies can become anything. The focus of this workshop will be
finding ways to use bodies to create the atmosphere and setting in a piece.

I

am a storyteller/clown/dancer/yoga instructor. As a storyteller I performs
folktales from around the world, using physical movements, humour and lots
of audience interaction. As a clown/physical comedy performer in hospitals
for the Big Apple Circus, I use a host of theatrical forms – dance, slapstick,
puppetry and, of course, clown. My dance career has included dance companies
and musical theatre productions, and I am a 500 hour registered yoga instructor.

“I’ve had the immense privilege of seeing Julie
Pasqual charm audiences of all ages in Argentina,
Thailand and China. Julie’s talent and the
generosity with which she gifts it, is universal and
touches everyone’s heart.”
Sonia Zivkovic, Founder and Director, Pana Wakke Productions
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“I use a host of
theatrical forms –
dance, slapstick,
puppetry and, of
course, clown.”
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Mike Pasternak
>
>
>
>

Victorian melodrama
Developing the voice
Commedia dell’Arte
International mindedness

I

studied at the University of London (ADASM), University of York (ADAES) and
University of Bath (MA in International Education). I spent many years at the
International School of Geneva (Ecolint) and taught in Canada, the United
Kingdom and the United States then had a brief sojourn as a university
research fellow, exploring theatre and learning approaches. I’ve been involved
with this IB odyssey since 1970-something when, as a young teacher, I encountered
an infant IB through theatre and TOK.

“Experiences such as being IB theatre arts pilot
programme teacher, IB theatre teacher, IB theatre
deputy chief-examiner, IB theatre programme
developer, IB theatre teacher (and student),
workshop leader (face2face and online) and IB
theatre workshop leader/trainer gave me the tools
to be an IB workshop quality session observer in
PYP, MYP and DP workshops in all subjects.”
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Workshop 1: The art and craft of Victorian melodrama
During this workshop, key elements which contribute to the popularity of this
dynamic form of theatre, are practically explored and developed. Wicked villains
and upright heroes clash in gesture and language to struggle for the lives
and honour of virtuous heroines. Dynamic stage tableaux depicting dramatic
character conflicts pulsate to the dulcet strains of emotional melodies. Finally
ghosts and vampires interweave a strange stage fabric of industrial romance
and mythical fantasy. And all these theatrical conventions combine to make a
workshop full of energy, fun and theatre.
Workshop 2: Finding your real voice
Using influences in actor training from the Alexander technique, yoga, the work
of Cicely Berry and Andrew Wade of the Royal Shakespeare Company Stratfordupon-Avon and personal experiences, this practical workshop offers exercises
and insights into how the voice can developed into an effective communication
tool for actors, teachers and presenters. The workshop begins with a series
of activities which focus on breathing and control of the breath – purely
mechanical. The workshop then engages with the speech process and moves
on to exercises in improving resonance and sound articulation. The process of
how sounds develop into words and the roots of phonetics are then practically
experienced. The workshop culminates with sessions on interpretation of text
for dramatic effect
Workshop 3: The Italian comedy - Commedia dell’Arte
“The Italian comedy” workshop will, through practical games and exercises,
introduce the theatre style known as Commedia dell’Arte. Techniques, skills and
stories drawn from this 16th century artistic tradition will be used to explore
status, stereotypes, masks, improvisation, movement and the nature of comedy.
Be prepared to learn, work and laugh – a lot.
Workshop 4: International mindedness
The concept of international mindedness is core to student-centred learning,
particularly in relation in the International Baccalaureate programme and its IB
Learner Profile. An understanding of how a “global perspective” on events and
daily “multicultural interactions” can lead to global citizenship are key elements
in the philosophy of the IB continuum of education. This workshop explores
theory and practice in a variety of approaches to international mindedness
within the communities of the classroom and whole school environment.
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Ian Pike
>
>
>
>

Scriptwriting and devising
Stand-up comedy
Acting on camera
Unarmed stage combat

I

was born in Southern Africa but live in the United Kingdom. After training
as an actor, I switched direction and became a stand-up comedian. After
realising that I disliked having bottles thrown at me and that I enjoyed writing
jokes a lot more than delivering them, I became a fulltime scriptwriter. I
have been an ISTA artist for nearly twenty years, was on the board of trustees for
ten years and served as vice-president. I have been an IB theatre arts examiner
and staffed, AD’d and rep’d numerous festivals and TaPS around the globe. I have
worked across many different genres, lectured across many modules for both
undergraduate and masters’ programmes at a number of British universities and
delivered numerous workshops to middle and high school students, as well as
master classes specifically aimed at teachers.

“He made me laugh and he made me cry. Mostly he
made me cry but I think he was trying to make me
laugh.”
Any number of students
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Workshop 1: From the page to the stage and back again
A practical exploration of the craft of scriptwriting. This workshop introduces
participants to the art of writing scripts without sitting down at a keyboard. By
the end of this workshop participants will be able to effectively pitch an idea,
understand the basics of beginning, middle and end storytelling, give birth to
characters and develop an ear for dialogue.
Workshop 2: Ow that hurt! Unarmed stage combat
An introduction to the world of stage fighting. This workshop introduces
participants to the relatively safe world of convincing violence. By the end of
this workshop attendees will be able to punch, kick, head-butt, throw, gouge
eyes out and even kill. Ending up with a choreographed, text based fight and a
staged death.
Workshop 3: A duck walks into a bar – stand-up comedy
The craft of telling jokes. By the end of this workshop participants will have had
an opportunity to explore the terrifying world of stand-up comedy and humour.
Workshop 4: Don’t forget my close up
An introduction to the differences in acting on screen. By the end of this
workshop participants should better understand the basics of acting on camera.
Exploring vocal skills, delivery, drama, overacting and reaction. Filming and
playback facilities required.

“After training
as an actor, I
switched direction
and became
a stand-up
comedian.”
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Greg Pliska
>
>
>
>

Devising music for theatre
Composition and songwriting
Theatrical sound design
Music for non-musicians

Workshop 1: Point-counterpoint
It has been said that music-theatre is the only medium that allows an audience
to clearly perceive several simultaneous ideas. Whether this is true or not,
musical counterpoint – the juxtaposition of two simultaneous sonic ideas –
remains a powerful tool for the expression of ideas and the telling of stories. By
unpacking and experimenting with this musical tool – no musical experience
required! – you can expand your toolbox of storytelling techniques and discover
the music in everyday life.
Workshop 2: Living bookshelf: from page to stage
Our starting point: any text with which the students are familiar. Our goal:
original dialogue, lyrics and songs for a theatrical adaptation of that work,
created entirely by the students. The outcome: a renewed and deeper
understanding of the work, along with a new awareness of the art and craft of
storytelling in the theatre.

I

am a dramatic artist whose work in theatre, film and television almost always
involves music. From War Horse (Tony Winner Best Play) to Flying Monsters
3D (Bafta-Winning Documentary) to award-nominated Shakespeare in the
Park productions of Twelfth Night, As You Like It and Comedy of Errors, I
strive to use my musical skills to help tell a compelling and enlightening dramatic
tale. Artistically, I never create in isolation; every project has involved close
collaboration with writers, musicians, composers, directors and actors. I am
deeply interested in how theatre and film can move us deeply and broaden our
understanding of the world.

“Pliska’s orchestrations are colourful, wind-savvy
and expertly handled. His score bubbles with
vivacity.”
The Secret Garden, Philadelphia Inquirer

Workshop 3: Sound design 101
Sound can transport an audience to a foreign land, plunge them into the
darkest jungle, alter their understanding of time and space, and heighten their
emotional experience. Music and sound connect directly to the subconscious
and transform our experience of film, television and theatre. What questions
to ask, what resources to access, what techniques to utilise: this is a hands-on
introduction to the work of the sound designer.

“You did
an absolutely
brilliant job, in a
ridiculously short
period of time.”
Michele Elliman, Neo Labos Dance Theater
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Steve Reynolds
>
>
>
>

Commedia dell’Arte
Verbatim Theatre
Playback Theatre
Tanzanian (African) Indigenous Theatre

I

have been an educator for over 30 years, teaching in England, Tanzania and
Hong Kong where I am currently in educational management at the United
World College. I am also an IB examiner and workshop leader (face to face and
online) in CAS, Literature & Performance, Theatre and TOK. I have spent the
last six years training as an individual and group psychodrama psychotherapist.
Over the years, my passion has shifted to focus on theatre for personal and social
change and empowerment; Playback, Psychodrama, Theatre of the Oppressed
and Verbatim Theatre. My greatest passion, however, is my wife and two children.

“Over the years, my passion has shifted to focus
on theatre for personal and social change and
empowerment; Playback, Psychodrama, Theatre of
the Oppressed and Verbatim Theatre.”
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Workshop 1: Commedia dell’Arte
In this workshop, we will explore the medieval masked comedy tradition
Commedia dell’Arte. We will focus on improvisation skills, the comic genre/
scenarios, mask work (possible mask making), Commedia characterisation and
staging a performance. It is also possible to focus the workshop on the Research
presentation assessment task in IB Theatre.
Workshop 2: Verbatim Theatre
Verbatim Theatre is a form that creates theatre from the words of real people.
In this workshop we will create a micro-Verbatim Theatre production. First,
we will explore the history and purpose of Verbatim. Then we will research and
choose a community group or news story as our focus for the performance. We
will conduct interviews with the target group (if appropriate), explore Verbatim
techniques and script a performance. Finally, we will prepare and stage a
Verbatim Theatre performance.
Workshop 3: Playback (& therapeutic) Theatre
Playback is improvised, interactive, therapeutic theatre. In this workshop, we
will train to form a Playback Theatre company. We will begin with several games
and exercises focusing on improvisation, concentration, ensemble building,
spontaneity and music. We will then learn the Playback Theatre forms and
conclude with an interactive performance.
Workshop 4: Tanzanian (African) Indigenous Theatre
In this workshop we will experience the multi-faceted theatre tradition of
indigenous Tanzanian theatre. We will dance, sing, play the drums, practice
storytelling and improvise performances to share and celebrate our lives and
community.
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Julia Roberts
> Accessible theatre for participants with
physical and learning disabilities
> Incorporating music and singing in
performance
> Non-verbal interpretation of text
> Site specific performance

I

strongly believe that creativity can have an immensely powerful impact in a
life and this is true for me on a personal and professional level. My career has
incorporated working as an actor, singer, director, television producer and
manager in a wide spectrum of organisations including Glyndebourne Opera
and Chichester Festival Theatre. I have also trained Performing Arts teachers for
the Specialist Schools and Academies Trust. Through working within marginalised
communities, I have gained specialist knowledge relating to disability and access
and a conviction that theatre provides the best platform to explore and celebrate
our divergent and shared experiences.

”Julia has an infectious sense of creative fun.
She tirelessly and generously exudes this at all
times when she is with groups of young actors. The
confidence she empowers them with enables them
to achieve really extraordinary results.”
Anthony Banks, Associate Director – Learning, National Theatre of Great Britain
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Workshop 1: The wacky races
Using physical theatre techniques, music and simple props to devise comedy
based on things that usually make us sad or scared. Finding humour in places
that you don’t normally find it. The workshop is based on the idea of a surreal
race where competing characters face disasters and dilemmas. Participants
are led in developing physical theatre performance techniques through
improvisation including ensemble and individual work. Suitable for primary and
middle schools students.
Workshop 2: “To be or not to be...”
This workshop introduces techniques for exploring text to release it from the
page and find the hidden meaning and music in words. Our starting point is a
selection of given lines from well-known plays and through a series of group
and individual exercises, we experiment in a variety of methods for performers
to find connections to script, including non-verbal storytelling as well as
vocalisation. Suitable for high school students.
Workshop 3: There must be 50 ways to keep it together...
Leading group work we need an extensive toolkit of techniques to meet the
diverse needs of participants. This workshop is pragmatic and practical
exploring ways to tackle the demands of challenging groups in terms of
behaviour and educational needs based on experience of working with disabled
and disengaged young people. When the needs of a group are highest, how do
we keep participants on task, creatively and inclusively? Suitable for teachers.

“I strongly believe
that creativity can
have an immensely
powerful impact in
a life.”
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Noa Rotem
>
>
>
>

Performance training
Viewpoints
Devising
The Suzuki Method of Actor Training

I

am a performing artist, director and teacher equally based in Australia, Asia
and Israel. I work with high school students, teachers and professional artists
alike. Though my original training was as a text-based actor and director, I
subsequently spent many years both training and working in a variety of
heightened and embodied forms. My work often reflects my love of unleashing
the body’s innate poetry as a primary tool of expression. I am also passionate
about the role of theatre as an instrument of unification in a world that fosters
anonymity and disconnection. To this effect I often work in multi-lingual and
culturally diverse contexts.

“Noa has a delightful way of inspiring learning.
She can engage participation from even the most
resistant thanks to her endearing warmth and
authenticity. She is an expert teacher yet her
manner is graceful simplicity.”
Ana Valdes-Lim Author, Educator and Artistic Director of Metta Theatre Company
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Workshop 1: Performance training
This workshop introduces participants to the craft of performance through
accessing core physical principles which allow for powerful and engaging stage
presence.
This workshop is particularly useful for those new to performing as well
as those interested in re-connecting with the fundamentals of physical
performance.
Workshop 2: The Viewpoints
The power of the Viewpoints lies in its ability to train actors to be courageous
and spontaneous as well as developing ensemble-work that is sensitive and
playful, and generating theatrical work that is articulate and embodied. This
workshop is thus useful for actors who wish to work in a more instinctual and
generous way as well as for teachers and directors who are looking to empower
their actors and create strong ensembles.
Workshop 3: The devising process
In this workshop, participants will be exposed to ways of creating work both
collaboratively and independently. The emphasis is on the creation of bold and
instinctual work. Particular emphasis is placed on an articulate use of time and
space. Participants are thus encouraged to work intuitively and to take risks.
Also suited for site-specific and found spaces.
Workshop 4: Suzuki Method of Actor Training
Participants will explore the Suzuki Method of Actor Training. Originally
created by Tadashi Suzuki and the SCOT company this rigorous method
revitalises the actor’s body and voice by targeting the centre, breath and
energy. This workshop is suitable for participants who wish to develop a greater
physical prowess, control and exactitude, resulting in a dynamic and powerful
stage presence. Prepare to be challenged.

“I am a
performing artist,
director and
teacher.”
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Gregory Ruhe
> Shadow puppetry construction and
utilisation
> Found object puppetry construction and
manipulation
> Storytelling with puppetry
> Puppetry history and cultural differences

I

am Mr. Greg the Puppet Man, owner and director of the Houston, Texas based
puppetry performance company Puppet Pizzazz. Sharing my passion of
puppetry worldwide has been an amazing career for the last thirty years. As
well as touring educational institutions with unique puppet performances I
conduct workshops on puppet making, manipulation and curriculum integration.
When not working in schools, I perform at special events with unique larger than
life puppet characters that are the “life of the party”.

”I highly recommend Greg Ruhe for workshops
within your school. Greg is a personable and easy
going character who can come into your classroom
and easily put a show with a moment’s notice. He is
a true expert in his field.”
Juanita McGarrigle, drama teacher, Shanghai American School
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Workshop 1: Shadow illusions
Did cave man create the first shadow puppet? Explore an ancient art form. Make
puppets with card stock paper and theatrical light gels or dig to the bottom of
your old toy box and find your favourite plastic action figure. Add a flashlight
and a spinning Lazy Susan’s to create astounding puppetry. Learn a simple
technique of manipulating light to create shadow illusions that will baffle your
audience.
Workshop 2: Modified Bunraku … it takes three
Trash is turned into treasure as we recycle and turn everyday throw away
objects into modified Bunraku puppets. Develop your team building skills
as three puppeteers breathe life into one awesome puppet inspired by the
traditions of the great Japanese puppet masters. Make your own puppet and get
ready for some intense team work.
Workshop 3: Life size people puppets
Learn an easy to do technique for creating your own walk around characters out
of recycled plastic jugs and cast of clothing.

“Sharing
my passion
of puppetry
worldwide has
been an amazing
career for the last
thirty years.”
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Chris Salisbury
> The craft of storytelling
> Story-making practices
> Storytelling performances

M

y current work is as a professional storyteller, educator, trainer
and artistic director. I was originally part of the National Youth
Theatre of Great Britain ensemble, studied A-level theatre, took a
BA honours degree in Theatre Studies at Kent University and then
acted with various touring theatre companies. I then founded Scallywag Theatrein-education Company, trained as a drama therapist, became a storyteller and
in 2002 founded the Westcountry Storytelling Festival for which I am now the
Artistic Director. In 2008 I co-founded and began teaching at the Westcountry
School of Myth and Story. I am also founder, director and senior instructor for
WildWise.

“Chris’ teaching technique is so gentle and
encouraging. Just the right balance of teaching,
personal development and activities. The
storytelling was amazing.”
Cathryn Darling, Cortijo Romero
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Workshop 1: Abracadabra! (As I speak, so I create)
We tell stories to each other every day but are we aware of the distinct narrative
forms of the oral tradition that underpin all theatre making? An introduction to
storytelling and to yourself as a storyteller. Participants will have distinguished
the role of storyteller from actor and will have understood and experienced the
basic ingredients of what makes good narrative.
Workshop 2: Liar, liar!
Good storytelling dances between the known and unknown, walking a tightrope
between the present moment and rehearsed forms. An improvisation workshop
for storytellers to make the most of the magic moments that lie in wait beyond
the text/script. Students will learn and practice improvisational techniques
to develop more confidence and trust in the practice of being in the present
moment and of the relevance and value of the oral tradition.
Workshop 3: Tongues in trees
Utilising the power and richness of language and story to animate the world
around us, we will explore the relationship between stories, storytelling and
the natural world … and the role the storyteller has to play in “enchanting” the
world. Students will learn how to engage with their immediate surroundings in
the process of story making as well as a range of devices to stimulate creative
responses to a natural setting.
Workshop 4: Methods in the madness
Methods of learning, remembering and working with stories. Devices and
techniques that develop our capacity and inspiration for the mechanics of
making good stories to tell. Students will learn a variety of tools to help sharpen
the memory and develop new ways of working with basic narratives

“My current work is as a
professional storyteller,
educator, trainer and
artistic director.”
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Oliver Senton
> Shakespeare
> Improvisation
> Narrative structure/storytelling

I

started out as a classical actor after study at York University and Bristol Old Vic
but was drawn to more experimental work including exploration of long-form
and narrative improvisation. I’ve always been drawn to the borders between
structure and freedom, exploring what students or actors don’t realise they
can achieve. Improvising Shakespeare or full musicals, performing 24-hour-long
plays. I have devised and run teacher’s workshops for The Shakespeare Schools
Foundation, run the Foundation Impro course for Drama Studio London for the
last six years and been in sole charge of courses and sessions for RADA, The
National Youth Theatre and Austin College, Sherman (Texas) among others.

“A much valued artist and course leader, Oliver
has that rare quality of being able to inspire
creativity in people of all ages and experience.
His ability to adapt to a given situation and to
communicate with children, young people and
professional theatre artists with genuine ease is
most impressive.”
Roz Paul, Artistic Director, Scene & Heard children’s charity
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Workshop 1: Narrative improvisation – you are the writer
Long-form improvisation means being the writer as well as actor. But it doesn’t
mean just stepping into a void. Improvisation is a skill, just like dance or voice,
and this workshop is about introducing you to some of its tools. How to switch
off your internal critic. How to stop worrying about the small stuff and get on
with telling a full story.
Workshop 2: Stop trying to be funny (or: Don’t just do something,
stand there)
Improvisation isn’t about being the funniest, cleverest and quickest. It’s about
working together. Building a story with your fellow actors. Actors spend a
lifetime trying to be better listeners, to respond in the moment. Nothing matters
more than seeing everything the other actors offer you, building a scene without
the need for a text.
Workshop 3: Verse - taking apart the engine
Suppose you could really summon the muses? Suppose making stuff up was
more fun than writing it down? This workshop reassembles the working parts
of poetry, providing practical games to de-mythologise literature and make it
exciting for you and your students: telling your own Chaucer, re-telling a story
in any style that comes to hand.

“I’ve always been
drawn to the
borders between
structure and
freedom.”
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Liisa Smith
> Choreography
> Movement performance
> Dance technique – modern, contemporary,
jazz and tap
> Movement improvisation

Workshop 1: Double, double, toil and trouble – movement concoctions
Creating a sequence of movements is not simply about stringing together
a bunch of steps you already know nor does this act need to feel like rocket
science. Learn tasks, tips and tricks for creating exciting and meaningful
choreography or stage blocking.
Workshop 2: Let’s make contact
Open your senses. Get to know your fellow performers through shoulder
attachments, hip lifts and standing on each other’s backs. Using tools to build
awareness of oneself and those around you, learn to give and take weight
comfortably and safely.
Workshop 3: Hit the deck – contemporary floorwork
A class built on conditioning the body to move in and out of the floor with ease.
Crawl like Spiderman, lean, fall, roll and make the floor your dance partner.

I

grew up dancing in Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan, Canada. During high school I
relocated to Karachi, Pakistan and Zug, Switzerland, and am now a Torontobased artist with an honours BFA from York University. I founded random
acts of dance; a charitable organisation that creates, performs, produces
and teaches contemporary dance. Working as a choreographer, dancer and
teacher, I am fascinated by how each modality of my art form informs the next.
My choreography incorporates small gestures and grandiose movements. In the
culmination of the two I like to find dance that is expressive and emotive while
still physical and engaging.

“Dance is an illusion. It changes gravity and
turns air into water. Bodies float and twist in the
wind. In Kojira, a series of three short works by
the random acts of dance company now playing
at the Toronto Fringe Festival, these otherworldly
possibilities are used to reveal the familiar truths
of human experience.”
Mark Mann, writer/reviewer, Mooney on Theatre
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“Working as a
choreographer,
dancer and
teacher, I am
fascinated by how
each modality
of my art form
informs the next.”
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Sydney K Smith
>
>
>
>

Pupil workshops
Games to stage
Improvisation
Devising

Workshop 2: I like to move it move it
The workshop focuses on the body and the space. Using movement sequences
and exploring a starting point to develop character and narrative. Participants
will look at presentation skills and explore everyday actions as performances.
Workshop 3: Aye can’t act or eye contact?
Get in touch with your scene partners using simple connections and
ensemble focused improvisation exercises to create dazzling pieces of theatre.
Participants will learn to use their voices, bodies and imaginations to express
themselves and within an ensemble devised performance.

I

studied at the University of Northampton before completing my training at
Drama Studio London and have performed in theatre, television and film ever
since. My current project is in the Olivier nominated Peter Pan Goes Wrong
at the Apollo Theatre in London’s West End for Mischief Theatre Company.
My particular interests are in devising, improvisation and making drama lots of
fun for all participants. I believe that everyone can act and I believe that it is
possible to have a lot of fun as we learn and develop our acting techniques. I have
loved teaching and directing drama in schools, festivals and for youth theatres
for that last sixteen years and still immensely enjoy engaging and connecting
with young people from all walks of life.

“When happy students say they’ve never worked so
hard in their lives and when weeks later they take
the skills they have learned and create their own
performances then you have seen the magic that
the ISTA AiRs produce.”
Helen Ozbay, Head of Drama, American Collegiate Institute, Izmir
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Workshop 1: Game on
Using various games and approaches to devising new work, creating plays out of
ideas and stimuli. The participants will explore personal character relationships
and real life situations. The outcome will be a piece of theatre based in any
given inspiration.

“I have been acting
professionally for
the last fourteen
years and love it
more and more
with every job I
work on.”
151.

Sherri Sutton

Workshop 1: Meeting the monster - group storytelling workshop
The “hero” overcomes evil. Based on The hero journey by Joseph Campbell, the group will create a
complete horror story using music and physical theatre. Learn twelve steps as a skeleton to hang
our story on: this is playwriting without a pen. Participants will create a dynamic ensemble story

> Stand-up comedy
> Farce
> Hero’s journey and horror
> Character creation through accents
and dialects

that could be developed into physical theatre, puppetry or a mask piece. This workshop is also a
great tool for aspiring playwrights and those who need skills in how to devise as a group.
Workshop 2: Tour de farce - the skills needed to play farce
Participants will learn the skills of farce by focusing on status exercises, physical comedy games
and the rhythmic nature of language. This style of comedy will be done on your feet and your butt.
From the difficulties with props/costumes, verbal outbursts, the art of tripping and delivering a
great spit-take students will hone their farce skills and leave with a working knowledge of this
specific form of comedy.
Workshop 3: So a teacher walks into a bar - learning the craft of stand-up comedy
Stand-up comedy is a highly skilled craft with a specific formula: set-up, punches, one-line

I

am a comic, storyteller, director, performer, writer, workshop leader, IB
examiner, mover and shaker. I love stories. It is the essential ingredient for
good theatre. I like so many different theatre practices that I cannot say I
have one favourite; however, I do love theatre that breaks the fourth wall and
engages in a type of dialogue with the audience. This style has directly influenced
how I work. My expertise lies in comedy and its many forms. I understand the
specific conventions of the many different styles of comedy as well as the unique
comedic relationship with the audience. I have two critically-acclaimed shows
that have toured all over the world: Don’t make fun of Jesus and Taking out the
white trash!

“The workshop on farce was so helpful and gave me
a foundation to build on for my students.”
Jackie Gordon, Johnson High School, United States
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visuals, act-outs and mixes will be actively demystified and conquered. Great comedy lies in truth,
jokes not needed. Participants will have a working knowledge of a stand-up comedy formula and
numerous exercises that will help them create a brief stand-up set. Popular theatre at its best.
Workshop 4: You say tomato, I say tomato - accents and dialects to create characters
Puppets are used to help free the voice and create authentic characters using accents and dialects
from all over the world. Participants use their voice to create characters, short commercials,
jingles and scenes.

“My expertise lies
in comedy and its
many forms.”
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Jess Thorpe
>
>
>
>

Devising theatre
Theatre from an autobiography
Site specific performance
Theatre in prisons

I

live in Glasgow, Scotland where I work as Co-director for my own company
Glas(s) Performance. We specialise in making devised theatre and have created
work in car parks, super markets and football pitches as well as in theatres. I
also co-founded Junction 25, an award winning young people’s experimental
performance company in residence at the Tramway Theatre in Glasgow, and have
toured internationally with this group. My own specialist research is in theatre
in prisons and I was involved in founding SPAN (Scottish Prison Arts Network)
which is an organisation dedicated to developing work in Scottish prisons and
post release.

“Hailed as one of the finest in the United Kingdom
and it’s not difficult to see why.”

Workshop 1: Blank page
Much of the theatre we make starts with a script and a story given to us by
someone else. But what if we started with a blank page? A completely new
beginning? What if we could make theatre from our own ideas, our own
perspective, our own stories? This workshop explores approaches to devising
with young performers.
Workshop 2: Out of the box
Many of our experience of theatre happens within a theatre space. But what
happens when we take our ideas outside the box and into the world? What then
becomes possible? Exploring site specific theatre with young performers.

“We specialise in
making devised
theatre.”

Joyce McMillan, The Scotsman on Junction 25
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Jen Tickle
> Structuring arts and performing arts
curricula in an international context
> Applied theatre and devising for students

Workshop 1: Do we get CAS for that?
Using creativity and service requirements to boost your theatre programme.
And vice versa. A practical workshop looking at the practicalities and ethics
of interweaving service learning with your drama classes. What can we give
through our theatre programmes? How can we develop programmes that
support the rich creative life of our school and yet also create sustainable input
into local communities?
Workshop 2: Mapping the curriculum
Vertical and horizontal planning for your drama or performing arts department
- middle, elementary or high school - or any combination, focusing on the
written, taught and assessed curriculums. Irrespective of the type of curriculum
model you are following, planning for effective teaching and learning across the
year and across the years is vital if we are to maximise the effectiveness of our
teaching programmes.

I

have been a subject leader for visual and performing arts for over fifteen
years. I teach MYP, IGCSE and Diploma Performing Arts as well as TOK. I
also administrate the Extended Essay process at my current school Hillel
Academy in Kingston, Jamaica. In previous incarnations I have been MYP
Coordinator and CAS and C&S Coordinator. Service and experiential learning
are an important part of my educational philosophy. I am an MYP teacher trainer
and an examiner for Diploma Theatre. Hillel is my sixth international school.

“Jen’s facilitation of discussion, pushing the
thinking of the group and overall conduct
were exceptional. I couldn’t give a higher
recommendation. Absolutely fantastic.”
Teacher from an IB workshop

Workshop 3: Applied theatre in context
A workshop tailor-made for your class/programme designed to introduce
students to the fundamental ideas of theatre in community settings. This
workshop could take place solely in the classroom or be developed to be put
into practice, depending on the time and local circumstances.
Workshop 4: Theatre and the core
A practical exploration of how theatre can fit into CAS, the Extended Essay and
Theory of Knowledge. For students of Diploma Theatre or DP students with an
interest in theatre.
Workshop 5: The sound of silence
Our busy lives are so full of interference that it can be hard to hear the creative
voices inside us. This workshop focuses on stilling those clamours and finding
that from silence and stillness we can draw out an enormous well of creativity
and imagination.

“Extremely knowledgeable and experienced. She
did an excellent job of promoting discussions and
open thinking.”
Teacher from an IB workshop
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Kristen van Ginhoven
>
>
>
>

Devising theatre
Community building and energising
Finding, using and keeping your voice
A mixed bag of extras for good measure

I

have been lucky enough to work as a professional theatre artist for the past
fifteen years. I call myself a theatre generalist because I enjoy a lot of different
roles within the theatre. I work as a director and producer with my own
company WAM Theatre as well as with other professional companies. I’m a
member of an improvisation troupe and continue to act when the opportunity
arises. I have taught at places like the International School of Brussels and
Emerson College in Boston. I’ve been Assistant Director to Edward Hall, had my
name published in a world premiere play script, devised original pieces of theatre
and am happily married to a British computer scientist who is also a lighting
designer.

“So much was accomplished in a very short time.
Because the tools and techniques were varied in
this workshop, students were engaged at a very
high level.”
Aynne Johnston, Dramatic Arts Education, Queen’s University
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Workshop 1: Voice care for educators
This workshop will explore how the voice actually works and what happens if
proper care is not taken. By the end of this workshop participants will know
how the voice works plus learn vocal exercises, breathing and posture work
that will prevent vocal damage and ensure a healthy and dynamic voice in the
classroom.
Workshop 2: Drama warm ups - energisers and community builders
A hands-on sharing of effective drama warm ups and activities. By the end
of this workshop attendees will have a concrete list of drama warm ups and
activities that can be used to build community in the first few weeks of school
plus help keep a good sense of collaboration throughout the year.
Workshop 3: Let’s get physical
This workshop will move participants away from “brainstorming” and turn
them towards “bodystorming”. By the end of the workshop participants will have
learned a range of activities from a variety of physical theatre practitioners.
Workshop 4: Creating a story out of nothing
This workshop explores ways to devise theatre; creating an original piece
of theatre as an ensemble using a common starting point. By the end of this
workshop participants will be able to put all their explorations together to
present a short piece of devised theatre.
Workshop 5: Theatre + sports = Theatresports
This workshop will go from reviewing the rules of improvisation and learning
the games through to picking the judges and sharing the structure of a
tournament. By the end of the workshop participants will know how to produce
a Theatresports tournament at their school.

“I enjoy a lot
of different
roles within the
theatre.”
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Ellis van Maarseveen
> Devising
> Producing results using different performing
techniques
> Working with text
> Japanese theatre – background and basic
skills

A

Workshop 2: Producing results using different performing techniques
One character, one scene, one play – and a myriad of options on how to
perform them all. What works? What doesn’t? Contemporary theatre allows
us to try things differently and this workshop aims at just that: using different
performing techniques to find a result that works for you. Hooked on
Stanislavski? Impressed by Brecht? Is Complicite your only Guru? Let’s find
out what (other) techniques can work for your students, including acting for
camera.

ctress, theatre-maker, writer, teacher and overall curious person –
that’s why I keep moving to be inspired by the next culture that I meet
(presently, I live in Japan). I have a masters applied theatre studies but
I originally trained as an actor in Europe and worked in the United
Kingdom for years in TV and theatre. Performing and directing is about facilitating
collaboration and finding freedom to explore not only my own little thoughts
and feelings but those of the characters, actors and the audience. Innovation in
theatre lies within traditions and the learning about this never stops – well, apart
from when I sleep.

Workshop 3: Working with text
This workshop is for students who want to taste how a professional company
sets to work when rehearsals start on approaching texts. What is needed to
understand the background, the development and the theatrical information
that the playwright wants you to absorb? What are some of the methods to
dissect text? Students can be working on a range of work from Euripides,
Moliere, Chekhov, Albee, Churchill, to name but very few.

“I saw that text doesn’t need to connect to what we
see which makes some scenes look like the opposite
of what we know is theatre.”

Workshop 4: Japanese theatre – background and basic skills
Traditional Japanese theatre is not as mystical and mythical as many want to
believe but disciplined training is part of all aspects including Noh, Kyogen,
Kabuki and Bunraku. In this workshop, students get connected to the thinking
behind these theatre practices, they’ll try out some basic techniques and will
start thinking about how these can be included in their contemporary ideas
about making theatre. If time permits, we’ll also look at more contemporary
practices like Butho, Rakugo and Takarazuka.

Kinoshita Kabuki about Ellis’s play Kaikin
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Workshop 1: Devising
If we want new ideas, new talent, new directions for theatre, we need to support
young minds to find the confidence to express these. Depending on which
age group, the structure of techniques differs but any subject can serve as the
stimulus for a performance. Even better: group skills, research, communication
and initiative are all part of the outcome.
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Ben Vardy
>
>
>
>

Ensemble theatre
Physicality, comedy and clowning
Bringing Shakespeare’s text to life
Improvisation and devised theatre

W

ithin a year of graduating from University, I formed a theatre
company with eight of my friends called the Wardrobe Ensemble.
Five years later, we’re still together and are continuously producing
and touring new work (we are currently working on our ninth show).
The Wardrobe Ensemble is my theatrical family; they are my colleagues and also
some of my closest friends. Outside of the Wardrobe Ensemble I produce theatre
with my own theatre company, Double Zero, as well as facilitating workshops
with organisations such as Old Vic New Voices, The Shakespeare Schools Festival
and ISTA. I also play saxophone in a band called the Moscow Trip.

“Ben is a very exciting person to work with;
creative, playful and thorough. He strikes a
balance between encouraging and challenging his
students and brings with him a commitment and
vigour, regardless of whether he is working with
an 8-year old student or an 80-year old director.
He is a funny, relaxed and reliable person, and a
great addition to any creative process.”
Jesse Jones, Resident Director, Royal and Derngate Theatre
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Workshop 1: The ensemble and the individual
How can a group of people tell a story in an engaging way? Just take it in turns
to say their lines? Or are there more interesting ways for groups to create
a world on stage? How can we move together? React together? Make sound
together? Create something bigger than ourselves? In this workshop we will
discover the power of an ensemble that is in tune with one another and how
they interact with other individuals on stage.
Workshop 2: Physicality, comedy and clowning
Everyone loves to laugh especially audiences. But standing in front of an
audience and trying to make them laugh might seem like one of the hardest
things in the world. In this workshop we will explore what makes something
really funny. We will use timing, spontaneity and games to harness our natural
playfulness and transform it into something that is beautiful, honest and funny
on stage leaving our audience in floods of tears (of laughter, hopefully, not
sadness!).
Workshop 3: Playing with Shakespeare’s text
Shakespeare wrote some of the most beautiful, dark and captivating plays ever
seen on stage, and yet, his language can be confusing to modern audiences. This
workshop will cover some of the structure and meaning behind Shakespeare’s
text but we will also bring his words to life as we explore a myriad of ways of
performing his scenes that allow our audience to dream. No prior knowledge of
Shakespeare is necessary.
Workshop 4: Unleashing the Yes
We often doubt our creative ideas because they seem boring, strange or clichéd
and we don’t want other people to judge us on them. A lot of the time we throw
these ideas away before we’ve even tried making them happen. In this workshop
we will explore improvisation as a way to release these ideas by trusting our
creative instincts and by making something first and judging it afterwards.

“The Wardrobe
Ensemble is my
theatrical family.”
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Rob Warren
>
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World puppetry practices
Object manipulation
Puppetry design
Puppetry construction
Mask work

A

product of the system, I have spent most of my life living within the
international school community, as a student and teacher. Originally
from the United Kingdom, I am currently the department head for the
arts at the Atlanta International School, teaching both IB DP Theatre
and IB MYP Drama. Since 2004 I have been a workshop leader for ISTA and an
examiner for the IBO. I received my professional training at Depauw University;
since then I have worked and trained with the Moscow Arts Theatre, Royal
Shakespeare Company, the National Theatre Institute and the National Bunraku
Theatre in Japan.

“As a director and designer I have worked
nationally and internationally with different
theatre companies including the Bread and Puppet
Theatre Company and the Centre of Puppetry
Arts.”

Workshop 1: The soul and the sense of a puppet
A practical workshop in which actors’ training techniques are carried over
into the puppet and then differentiated from the way in which an actor would
use them. Emphasis is placed on breathing and physical disciplines, on
improvisation, the use and understanding of metaphor as a theatrical device.
The class will create puppets specially designed for the original exercises they
will participate in. By the end of this workshop participants will be able to
manipulate a puppet by developing expressive movements and refining their
puppets actions to communicate character, thoughts and emotions.
Workshop 2: Bunraku
Bunraku is a unique and revered traditional Japanese puppetry art form. This
workshop will focus on the methods of performing Bunraku puppetry. The
workshop will cover the basic concepts of breathing, focus and fixed point.
Working in groups of three the participants will learn to channel their acting
skills into a puppet to bring it alive. Participants will create newspaper puppets
and learn the three-man operation techniques of Bunraku puppetry using
improvisation.
Workshop 3: Cantastoria - world theatre practice, design and construction
Cantastoria is an ancient theatrical form where a performer tells or sings a
story while gesturing to a series of images or text. These images or text can be
painted, printed or drawn on any sort of material. Participants will learn an
example or two of this very useful form. Then they will make one themselves
to agitate for all important causes ranging from saving the world to getting
students to turn in homework assignments. By the end of this workshop
participants will have learned the history and development of Cantastoria in the
world and how to create and use this theatrical form in devising a performance.
Workshop 4: The art of shadows
Shadow puppetry is a strong traditional form in many countries and is a
tremendously entertaining form of puppetry that is easy to create. By the end
of this workshop participants will have learned the skills and techniques as
designers and performers making their own shadow puppets, learning the
techniques of shadow performance and making shadow plays.
Workshop 5: A theatre of trash
Participants learn the skills and techniques of Bread and Puppet assembling,
manipulating and operating masks, puppets and environments. The “cheap
art philosophy” of using found objects, trash and junk will be used to create
a political puppetry theatre. By the end of this workshop participants will be
able to use improvisation, free association, experimentation and the nature of
objects and play as a process in creating political puppetry theatre.
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Francois Zanini
>
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>

Circus skills
Clowning
Improvisation
Directing

B

orn in Versailles, based in Hong Kong, I’m now working as a professional
circus performer, actor, clown, producer and director in Asia. The
journey started as a teenager, acting for medieval shows and street
theatre companies touring the French countryside. I then explored
contemporary repertoire with director Marc Klein for two years. And passed a
master’s degree at Sorbonne University with an essay about Theatre and sport.
Then off to jail. To work with Theatre du Fil and young people in trouble with life.
After 10 years of adventures outside the theatre box, showbusiness got me back
in the spotlight in Hong Kong. To be continued…

“The show created by Zani’s team was a
combination of dancing acts, duo adagio, fire
acts, contact juggling, cube act and stilts walking
performance. We were impressed by the original
storyline and the professional incidental music
created by Zani which contributed to the success of
the show.”
Emmy Or, Promotion Manager, Pioneer Centre shopping mall

Workshop 1: Circus a la carte
Short and rewarding plates spinning, messy and fun balls juggling, grand
diabolo untangling, or duo/trio/full group pyramids? If the right props can be
sourced: unicycle riding, stilts walking, rope walking can also be considered.
As for fire blowing, well… talk to Sally. The basics of these techniques will be
introduced in a step-by-step progression, highlighting safety and promoting a
collaborative approach. Plus, a bit of fun on the side.
Workshop 2: Clown incubator
“I’m not funny. What I am is brave”, a clown student. I believe that all of us carry
a baby clown inside. Not necessarily funny. But unique and very different from
our everyday selves. How does this clown stand? Walk? Yarn? Scratch his bum?
Through short solo improvisation, we’ll look for this clown within and explore
its very special world. A world in which nothing is impossible.
Workshop 3: Back to basic
A session designed to let the students feel the power of their full presence
on stage. Through a series of physical exercises we will explore how the right
amount of energy and focus make a world of difference for the actor. Allowing
a simple gesture, a tiny whisper, to capture the full attention of an audience. A
minimalist but powerful experience.
Workshop 4: Who needs a director anyway?
In this workshop a group of students will be encouraged to “own” the stage
collectively. Through controlled physical “risk-taking” exercises and chorus
work, they will grow confident of their own strength as a group and individually.
A process that will be challenged by improvising a short piece live in front of an
audience. This workshop requires several sessions.

“Zani, all I need is
you and a beer!”
A dad
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Index
Accents and dialects – 152
Accessible theatre – 138
Acting on camera – 132
Acting through song – 22
Actor training – 90
Adapting folktales into performances – 128
African theatre – 136
Applied theatre – 46, 156
Architecture and theatre – 54
Artaud and the Theatre of Cruelty – 114
Audition techniques – 76
Balinese dance, music and theatre – 26
Body and mind training – 78
Body language – 32, 108
Breakdance – 80
Brecht – 72, 110
Brook – 96, 114
Bunraku – 84
Butoh – 58
Cabaret – 34
Cantastoria – 164
Capoeira – 80, 124
Character/characterisation – 8, 44, 58, 70, 152
Choral music – 112
Choral speaking – 52
Choreography – 24, 78, 80, 98, 128, 148
Chorus – 70, 112
Circus skills – 94, 166
Classic Greek tragedy – 16
Classical text analysis – 106
Clowning – 32, 70, 76, 94, 104, 116, 122, 128, 162, 166
Comedy writing – 66
Comic improvisation techniques – 62
Commedia dell’Arte – 58, 86, 108, 122, 130, 136
Community projects – 158
Composing music for theatre and film – 14, 22, 56, 88, 134
Concept driven leaning – 102
Contact work – 80
Contemporary dance – 98
Creating solo work – 40
Creating the creative curriculum – 112
Creating theatre for young audiences – 50
Creating theatre using real life events – 12
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Creating underscore – 22
Cross-curricular projects – 74, 98
Curriculum in an international context – 156
Dance – 24, 80, 98, 128, 148
Developing vocal and physical confidence – 112
Devising – 8, 16, 30, 34, 40, 42, 48, 62, 64, 72, 82, 90, 94, 96, 100, 106, 110, 118, 122,
132, 140, 150, 154, 156, 158, 160, 162
Devising movement/circus based performances – 94
Devising political theatre – 62
Directing – 18, 34, 36, 44, 58, 72, 92, 100, 106, 108, 166
Documentary theatre – 46
Drama as a methodology for teaching – 28
Drama in the classroom – 84, 126
Dramaturgy – 92
Ensemble work – 60, 62, 104, 162
European theatre – 118
Farce – 152
Feldenkrais – 104
Filmmaking – 32, 100
Games – 150
Gibberish – 116
Greek theatre – 16
Grotowski – 114
IB DP Theatre programme – 18, 98
Immersive theatre – 12, 16, 90
Improvisation – 68, 70, 76, 80, 146, 150, 162, 166
Improvisation (music) – 20
Installations – 50
International mindedness – 130
Japanese theatre – 160
Kathakali – 96
Kyogen and Noh staging for the theatre – 120
Laban – 94, 96
Lecoq – 48, 94, 104, 110
Lighting design – 54
Lyric writing – 66
Mantle of the Expert – 102
Mask – 38, 42, 84, 98, 108, 116, 164
Meditation – 36, 126
Meisner – 58
Mime – 40, 78
Monologues – 16, 98
Movement – 24, 86, 94, 98, 104, 112, 128, 148
Multimedia performances – 78
Music for non-musicians – 134
Musical composition – 14, 88, 134
Musical theatre – 14, 20, 34, 120, 134, 138
Narrative – 146
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Noh – 120
Object-theatre – 60, 64, 78, 116, 122, 164
One person performance – 68
Performance training – 140, 160
Physical comedy – 104
Physical theatre – 24, 30, 38, 40, 48, 70, 74, 78, 92, 104, 110, 114, 116, 122, 126, 128, 162
Playback Theatre – 136
Playwriting – 16, 66
Political theatre – 102, 110
Post-dramatic texts (Crimp, Kane, Muller) – 16
Practitioners – 114
Primary school curriculum and drama in the primary classroom – 28, 50
Production management – 10
Prop making – 10
Pupil workshops – 28, 150
Puppetry – 38, 60, 72, 84, 122, 142, 164
Ramayana storytelling – 72
Ropes and knots – 54
Russian methodologists and culture – 94
Scriptwriting – 92, 132
Shadow puppetry – 142
Shakespeare – 8, 48, 52, 76, 86, 98, 100, 146
Show choir performance – 14
Singing – 56, 138
Singing and Sign language – 56
Site specific theatre – 16, 36, 116, 138, 154
Song writing – 56, 82, 88, 134
Sound design – 20, 86, 134
Soundscapes – 82
Stage combat – 32, 90, 132
Stage management – 10, 54
Stand-up comedy – 132, 152
Stanislavski – 12, 94, 106, 160
Storytelling – 12, 70, 82, 114, 142, 144, 146
Suzuki Method of Actor Training – 140
Tanzanian (African) Indigenous theatre – 136
Teacher in role – 58
Teacher training – 18, 46
Technical theatre – 10, 54, 60
Text analysis – 76, 138, 160
Text in performance – 38, 160
Theatre for participants with physical and learning disabilities – 138
Theatre in prisons – 154
Theatre of the Oppressed – 82
Theatre sports – 158
Theatrical and physical biomechanics – 126
Tragedia dell’Arte – 86
Verbatim theatre – 46, 92, 136
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Victorian melodrama – 130
Viewpoints – 140
Visceral theatre – 12
Vocal harmony work – 56, 114
Vocal techniques – 82
Voice and body percussion – 56
Voice coaching – 52, 114, 130, 158
Words – 32
Working with drama across disciplines – 44
World theatre traditions – 16, 26, 72, 94, 96, 118, 120, 124, 130, 136, 160
Writing dialogue/for performance – 68, 118
Yoga/drama – 36, 126

“The ISTA AiR
programme is of
enormous benefit
to any school
community.”
Claire Morris, American International School, Riyadh
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www.ista.co.uk
tom@ista.co.uk

“It all works on
the premise that
students love a
challenge...”

